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Abstract 
In [5], Okounkov introduced a way to associate a convex body in R" to an 
ample divisor on an n-dimensional projective variety，called the Okounkov body 
J 
of the divisor. In [3], Lazarsfeld and Mustata generalized the construction to 
an arbitrary big divisor. Restricted to the case of complex projective manifold, 
we could define Okounkov body of a holomorphic big line bundle L from, its 
corresponding big divisor D. In [1], Nystrom introduced a way to associate 
continuous metrics to a convex function on A(L), called Chebyshev Transform. 
Hence we can study complex geometry by convex geometry. 
This thesis reports the related background theory in convex geometry and 
complex geometry, and presents the construction of Okounkov bodies and their 
Chebyshev transforms in complex projective manifolds. Also, it reports some 
properties of Okounkov bodies and their Chebyshev transforms as well as their 
applications. 
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In [5], Okounkov introduced a way to associate an ample divisor on an n-dimensional 
projective variety to a convex body in R". It is called the Okounkov body of the 
ample divisor. In [3]，Lazarsfeld and Mustata generalized the construction to an 
arbitrary big divisor. Restricted to compact projective manifolds, Nystrom in [1 
introduced an analytic way to study the Okounkov bodies. 
Nystr5m introduces the Okounkov body of a big line bundle L on a n—dimensional 
projective manifold X. Through the Okounkov bodies, we can study line bundles 
by convex geometry. For example, Lazarsfeld and Mustata show that the Ok-
ounkov body has a relation between the volume function on a line bundle and the 
volume of the line bundle's Okounkov body. Let L be a big line bundle, which is 
a holomorphic line bundle such that the volume of L 
Vol(L)全 limsup ^Jim{H\kL) ) > 0. 
fc—>oo 片 
The relation between the volume function on a line bundle and the volume of the 
line bundle's Okounkov body is given by 
Vol(A(L)) = i v o l ( L ) , (1.1) 
where A(L) is the Okounkov body of the big line bundle L and the volume of 
A(L) is the usual volume of a convex set in R". 
6 , 
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The construction of the Okounkov body by Nystrom is the following. Given 
a semigroup F C it generates a closed convex cone E(r) which is defined 
as the smallest closed convex cone containing r. Then, by considering its base, 
A(S(r))全 E(r) n {a;"+i 二 i}， 
we can relate a semigroup to a convex set in R". Thus we can have a surjective 
map which maps a semigroup F C N™+i to a closed convex set 
A(r) 4 A(s(r)) c IT. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to find a relation between a big line bundle and a semi-
group. As in [1], we fix a base point p, then for any section s G 0{kL)), 
we may associate s to a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of p, where 
eo is a holomorphic section defined in Uq 3 p such that eo{q) + 0 for all q G Uq. 
Thus the space 0{kL)) is isomorphic to some subspace of the space of 
power series in a neighborhood of p, say, P .^ By providing an total order in N", 
we define v : 0{kL)) — N" by v{s) = (a。）if 
CaZ"^ G Pk, Cao + 0. 
Then the set |J = x {k} = r(L) is a semigroup in W+K Hence the 
k 
equation (1.1) can be proved from the following two results in convex geometry: 
(1) Let r be a bounded semigroup which generates as a group. Define 
Afc(r) = {xe E^K/cx, k) e r } . Then 
Vol(A(r)) = lim and 
k-*oo kP' 
(2) r(L) is a bounded semigroup which generate Z^+i as a group. 
They are proved by proved by Lazarsfeld and Mustata. 
On the other hand, Nystrom also studies Okounkov bodies through an analytic 
viewpoint. Given a subadditive function f defined in a semigroup F C N""+i，we 
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define a convex function on int(A(r)) by 
c[F](a) = lim for all a G int(A(r)). 
Nystrom shows that this definition is well-defined. We provide an alternate defini-
tion which is easier to apply. Let F be an extension of F such that F is continuous 
and subadditive in some semigroup B in E(r), where B is a semigroup such that 
for all compact cone K C int(E(r)), there exists M such that B contains 
We define 
c[F](a) = lim ^ - ^ . 
i—+00 t 
Now we apply these definitions to complex geometry and demonstrate the con-
struction in [1]. 
Let hhe a, hermitian metric on L. That is, for each q 6 X, (q, v), (q, w) G L, 
by a trivialization in L\u. = Ui x C, we define 
{{q,v),{q,w)) = (vi,Wi){hi{q))^, 
where hi is a positive function defined on Ui, and Vi, Wi e Cho the value of v, w 
under the trivialization. As hi positive, we may write it as hi = Thus we 
may write h = e—岭 and call ^ be a weight on L. It is easy to check that if ip is 
a weight on L, kip is a weight on kL. Consider the affine space in 0{kL)) 
which is defined by 
Aoc^ k = + higher order term}. 
It is shown that there exists elements which attain the minimum norm. Let Sa,k 
be one of the elements attaining the minimum norm in Aa,k- Define the discrete 
Chebyshev transform of ijj be 
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Note that this definition is independent of the minimum element chosen. Nystrom 
show that Flip] is subadditive. Also, for any {ka, k) G V, F[^ ](A:q：, k) > kCa-
Thus, we can define the Chebyshev transform of a weight ip by 
cW = c[F['0]]. (1.2) 
Given a continuous weight ？/；, we can define a plurisubharmonic (psh) weight 
(that is, ddC(j)i > 0 is positive as an (l,l)-ciirrent) by 
P(ip) = < ijj, V/ is psh }*， • 
where f* means the upper semi-continuous regularization of / . Let 小 be two 
locally bounded psh weights. We define 
m / (pw - pmMAMPw., p(m 
几十丄Jn 
where Q denotes the Zariski open set where both and are locally 
bounded, and 
n 
MAj^pw, pm = jy^cpwY A (c/cf p ⑷ 广 
Note that A f A „ ( P ( V O ， i s a positive (1,1) current since P{xli) and P{(f)) are 
psh. The following theorem, which is Theorem 6.5 in [1] gives a relation between 
the difference of Chebyshev transform of two continuous weights 也 • and their 
relative energy, denoted as S{'iJ}, 0). 
Theorem 1.0.1. Let V, and • be two continuous weights. Then, 
• 尝 / {cW - c[^])dm. 
乙 Jmt{A{L)) 
As an application, we have the following theorem which is helpful to compute 
the Chebyshev transforms. 
Theorem 1.0.2. Let ip be a continuous weight on L. Then, 
c M = c[P(V>01. 
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In computation, we can approximate the Okounkov bodies and the Chebyshev 
transforms by the following theorem showed by Nystrom. 
Theorem 1.0.3. Suppose T is a bounded semigroup which generate as a 
group. Then 
oo 
A(r ) = U A “ r ) . 
k=l 
1.1 Organization 
In Chapter 2，we talk about some basic properties of semigroups and subadditive 
functions. In Section 2.1, we give some properties of a semigroup F C 
Then we talk about the theorem which is proved by Nystrom which provides the 
information of asymptotic behavior of a semigroup. 
Assume F C is a semigroup such that it generates Z^+i as a group. Let 0 
be an open convex cone such that O C S(r ) and / ( C O be a compact convex 
cone. Then, there exist M > 0 such that / ^ m R^ " C T. 
In Section 2.2, we discuss some properties of the set B, where the definition 
of B is given by the following. 
Definition 1 . 1 . 1 . Let F C be a semigroup. Define 
三二 e r|:c + E ei e r for a" / C {1’. . .，n + 1}} 
/ 
and B 二 IJ (冗 + Ai^ ilO < \i < 1}. 
三 
We show that for all compact cone K C int(S(r)), there exists M > 0 such 
that the set 
Km = {(^1,...，:Cn+i) e Kjxn+i > M} C B. (1.3) 
Also, we gives an extension from a subadditive function on the semigroup 三 C 
to the semigroup B such that it is continuous on 5. Precisely wc have: 
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Theorem 1.1.2. Let F -.F -^R be subadditive on F. Then we can extend F to 
F : E(r) -> R, such that 
(1) F = F onE, 
(2) F is continuous, and 
(3) F is subadditive on B 
Moreover, if F is bounded below at a, then we may find F such that F\b is 
hounded below at a. 
In Section 2.3，we prove some properties between a conc and its base which 
are useful in Chapter 3. 
In Chapter 3, we present the construction of the Okounkov body from a semi-
group and convex functions on an Okounkov body from the subadditive function 
defined in on the semigroup, which is closely related to the Chebyshev trans-
form. In Section 3.1，we define the Okounkov body of a semigroup P and show 
that the volume of the Okounkov body can be approximated by the the number 
of elements in P. Precisely we prove the following theorem which is proved by 
Lazarsfeld and Mustata. 
Theorem 1.1.3. Let T is a hounded semigroup which generate as a group. 
Then 
In Section 3.2, we show that the function c[Gj : A ( r ) E U {—oo} which 
c[G]{a) := lim (1.4) 
t-*oo t 
is well-defined. In Section 3.3, we give some properties of the function c[G] and 
some relations between the sets of the subadditive functions on a semigroup and 
the corresponding convex functions h. 
In Chapter 4，we apply the results in Chapter 3 to big line bundle. In Section 
4.1，we talk about the construction in [1] to associate a semigroup to a big line 
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bundle. It follows that we can associate a convex body to a big (holomorphic) 
line bundle. Also, we show the following equality which is proved by Lazarsfeld 
and Mustata: 
Vol(A(L)) = ivo l (L ) . n! 
In Section 4.2, we follow the construction on Chebyshev transform of a weight 
ifj by Nystr5m in [1] and discuss some properties of the convex function c[ijj]. In 
Section 4.3, we talk about the definition and some properties of the Bernstein-
Markov norm. Also, from [1], we present the construction of the Chebyshev 
transform by using the Bernstein-Markov norm and present the proof that this 
definition is consistent with the original definition. 
Base on the work in [4], in Chapter 5 we present the proof from Nystrom of 
the equality 
fi\ f 
= IT - c[ii)])dm. 
丄 «/int(A(L)) 
Also, we will work out some examples on computation of Okounkov bodies and 
Chebyshev transforms for some specific line bundles and weights. Wc also discuss 
some properties which make the computation easier. 
Chapter 2 
Semigroups and Cones 
2.1 Relation between Semigroups and Cones 
Let r be a commutative semigroup, i.e., it has an operation + such that F is 
closed, associative and commutative in +. Suppose A = {xalo； G / } is a gener-
ating set of r, then denote it as F = (yl>. Also, d e n o t e � � A � � t o be the group 
generated by A. 
A set C C 股打+1 is said to be a cone if cx e C whenever .t G C and c > 0. It 
is obvious that unions and intersections of cones are still cones. Also, it is easy 
to see that 
Proposition 2.1.1. If C is a cone, then C' = U{0} is a cone. 
A cone C is said to be convex if x,y e C implies Aix + \2y G C for all 
Ai,A2 > 0. A cone C is said to be closed if it is closed in the standard 
topology, and open if C\{0} is open in the standard topology (denoted as 
Tn+l)-
Proposition 2.1.2. tq = {C\{0}|C is a open cone } generates a topology in 
『+1\{0}. 
13 ‘ 
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Proof. (1) 0,ir+i\{O} e Tc as 0\{O} - 0 G r„+i and ir'+i\{0} G 
(2) If {Ca}aei are open cones , then [J Ca is also a cone. Also, 
Thus, [jCa e Tc. 
k 
(3) If Ci, • • •，Ck are open cone, then, || Ci is also a cone. Also, 
i=l 
k k • 
k 
Thus, Pi C'i G Tc. • 
i=l 
Under the topology tc, the definition of a closed cone is natural, due to the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 2.1.3. A cone C is closed if and only if C\{0} is a closed set in 
Tc-
Proof. Suppose C is a closed cone. Consider O = |J{0} which is a cone 
by Proposition 2.1.1. Also, O — {0} = which is an open set in thus 
O is an open cone. As C\{0} = R_i\(9，C\{0} is a closed set in tc-
Conversely, suppose C\{0} is a closed set in tc- Then 
C\{0} = ] r + i \ o 
for some open cone O. Then C = is a closed set in t„+i. Also, 
C = |J{0}，which is a cone by Proposition 2.1.1. Thus C is a closed 
cone. • 
Given a semigroup P C N"+i，we can associate a convex closed cone to a 
semigroup naturally by the following: 
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Definition 2.1.4. Let F C We define E(r) C as the closed convex 
cone generated by T. In other words, E(r) is the intersection of all closed convex 
cones containing P. 
The following theorem is one of the main result of this section, which is proved 
by Khovanskii in [2 . 
Theorem 2.1.5. Assume F 二�a :�• •  , x^) C is a finitely generated semi-
group such that • • • , x^} generates Z^+i as a group. Then there exists v eT 
such that 
(v + s ( r ) )p|z .^ i c r . 
To proof this result, we need some lemmas. First, we have 
Lemma 2.1.6. Let T 二〈：：^工，….,x'^ ) satisfy the assumptions in Theorem 2.1.5. 
Then, 
k 
E(r) = 1](�0；1，…，x')) = { Y , AiX^lAi,…’ A , - 洲 
1=1 
k k 
Proof. Denote S = Ai^'jAi, ••• ,Xk> 0}. Let v^^v"^ G E, i.e. v^ = ^ A{x\ 
i—l i—1 
Aj, A? > 0, then for any ci,c2 > 0, wc have 
k 
cy + C2V^ = e E. 
i=l 
k 





r C S. Finally, if S is a closed convex cone contain F, then x ,--- G S. 
k 
Then, for all y = ^ Xtx" G S, G S, by definition. Thus, if E contain r, S 
contain E. Thus, E(r) = S. • 
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Lemma 2.1.7. There exists c < 0 such that for all u G S(r )门 with 
k k 
u = where 0 < Aj < 1 (z = 1,• •• ,/cj, i/ie have u = ^rriix' for some 
i=l i—1 
rui € Z and rrii > c (i = 1, • • • , k). 
Proof. Since • • • , x'^} generates 忍“+丄 as a group, for all u = E J L i A^t^ where 
0 < A < 1, there exist mi{u) e Z such that u = m.i{u)x\ for all ?； = 1, • • • , k. 
Let K be the compact set 
k .. 
{ ^ V i o < A < i } . 
i=l 
Since K is compact, K 门 Z时i is finite which implies 
is also a finite set. It follows that {mi{u)\u £ K f ] S(r )门 Z"+i} is a finite set in 
R, and thus has a minimum. Let this minimum be q . Then, take c = min{ci, - 1 } 
which is negative and，it is the desired constant in the statement. • 
Wc now prove Theorem. 2.1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.5 Let c > 0 be the constant which satisfies the conditions 
in Lemma 2.1.7. Let v = + "-^-x^''). Let k; G (?; + E(r)) By Lemma 
k 
2.1.6, w = V ^ Xix\ Ai,…,A/； > 0. Hence 
i=l 
k k 
1 = 1 1 = 1 
where [AJ is the integer part of Ai which is nonnegative. 
k k 
Now, by Lemma 2.1.7, we may write ^ ( A i - [Xi])x' = [mixi, rrii > - c . It 
i=l i=l 
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follows that 
k k 





� E ( [入d + ( � + ( - • < 
> E w d 
i=l 
Denote n^  = c + [AJ + rrii. Then n^  > [AJ > 0 for alH = 1, • • • , k with 
k 
w = ^nix\ 
By assumption, rii E Z. Therefore ly G P. 
• 
We introduce two notations which will be used from now on: 
(l)Define Un+i = {{xu ••‘ ^ ••• 
� L e t C is a convex cone in Define 
CW 全{rc = (:ri，.. •，Xn+i) e C\\xn+i > M}. 
Now, we prove some lemmas which will be used to prove a proposition later. 
Lemma 2.1.8. Let O he an open cone K C O he a compact cone. That is, 
/ (\{0} is compact in tc. Then there exists a bounded set U C n„+i open in the 
subspace topology o/Il时 i in such that K f ) 11,1+1 C U C O 门 n„+i. 
Proof. Since K is compact, K p| n„+i is also compact in the subspace topology. 
Thus K n n^+i is a closed and bounded set in n„+i = E". By the condition 
K C O, we have 
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Note that O 门 n^+i is open, so, for all x G K f]Un+i, there exists an open ball 
C 0 n rin+i containing x, where 
Be A x ) = …，0；几 + 1 ) G 『 + 1 | | + … + 《 ） = 1 } . 
Consider the cover By compactness of K, there exists a finite 
subcover, say for some r G N and q G 门Iln+i. Let U = 
r 
U Since U is union of finite number of open ball, thus is bounded. Also, 
since B啦)(;r) C O 门 EU+i，C O 门 n„+i. • • 
Let K C O he a compact cone. By Lemma 2.1.8’ we can find an open cone U 
which contains K A 11时1 such that U is bounded. Consider the boundary of U, 
Since U is bounded, the distance between the dU and K fl is finite. Also, 
U is open implies 
d(dL/,K� 
Hn+i) = min{\x — y\\\x G dU, y G 门 n„+i} > 0. 
Therefore, there exists c G N such that c(d{dU, K f]Un+i)) > 1. 
Define cU {x e ir+i||三 G U} and cH^+i = {x e ir+i||工 G Un+i}. We have c c 
d ( a ( d / ) , i ^ f | ( c I U i ) ) � l . 
Hcnce, for any K C O, there exists open and bounded set U C O 门 n„+i and 
c > 0 such that 
c / _ ) ’ / ^ p l ( c n U i ) ) � i (2.1) 
Lemma 2.1.9. Km C v-\-i:ix\ . . . ， i f f K fl MH^+I C {v-\-i:{x\ …’ A : " ) )门 Mn„+i. 
Proof. is obvious. 
Note that /^DcIU+i = c ( /^nn„+ i ) as x e K cx e K. Thus, 
xeKHcUn m-exnUn+u c • 
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which is equivalent to a; E c(/f p| 11„,+1). 
Let X e Km. Then a; G /C门cn„+i for some c> M. Then, 
— G / C p l MEUi + Eix\ ….，0："))门 
Cy 
So, = V -\-y iov some y G …，x^). Thus, 
c 
Q 
X = V ( — — l)v + u. 
\ M ‘ 
Asv,ue . . . ’ a;"), ( y - l ) v + ue T>{x\ …，re"). So, • 
X e v + . . . 
Thus, Km c{v + …,x^)). • 
Using these lemmas, we can prove the following proposition, which is proved 
by Nystrom in [1]. 
Proposition 2.1.10. Assume T =�0；1，.-.，a;久•�C is a finitely generated 
semigroup such that • • • , x^} generates Z"+i as a group. Let O be an open 
convex cone such that O C S(r) and K C O be a compact convex cone. Then, 
there exist M >0 such that /CmH^'' ^ T. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1.5, It suffices to show that Km C v + •.. , x^) for 
some M >0. By Lemma 2.1.9, it can be reduced to find M such that 
K P i MEUi c {v + ….，X-^)) P i Mn„+i. 
Denote A ( / ( ) 二 / ( 门 I U m . Let x G A(i^). By equation (2.1)，there exists c > 0 
such that 
cx] + Y ^ EJ - Y ^ EJ G • . . , RE") 
iei jeJ 
for all / , J C {1,…，n + 1}. Then, 
cx + CiCi G . •.，x^) for all Ci G [ - 1 , 1 • 
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Denote v 二 max(vi,...’ Vn+i)- For all x G A(K), We have 
cvx + CiCi e • • • , x^) for all q G [-v,句. (2.2) 
Choose M = cv-\- v„+i. Let y G MA{K). 
y-v = {yu-,yn+i) — 
二 ivi - '"1,…,yn+l — Vn+l) 
=("1 - "i^ l,…2/n - •i^ n’C旬 . 
G • • •，0：,) 
By equation (2.2), y E {v •. • , x^)). Since yn+i = M, we have 
• 
Indeed, the condition that F is finitely generated can be dropped. To prove 
it, we need some lemmas. 
oo 




Proof. First, S ( ry C S(r) , thus 
OO 
i=l 
On the other hand, for all .t e F, s G Fj for some i G N, thus 
"oo 
oo 
Finally, as Ti C Ts C • • • , HQTi) C 1；0?2) C . . . . Let a;’y G | J S ( R I ) . Then 
i=l 
there exists {o;^}, {y^} C U二i S(rj) which —> x and y^ — y as k — oo. In 
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particular, , as Fi C r2 C • • •, wc may choose x^ and y^ such that 
Let Ai, A2 > 0. By definition, 
入 1 工 、 W e s ( r v ) . 
Therefore, 
"00 .. 
Aix + X2y = lim {Xix^ + A22/” ^ I J 恥 ) . k—OO ^ 
1=1 
"00 "00 
Thus IJ S(ri) is convex. Also，U^ffi) is closed. Hence, 
i二 1 i=l 
00 
r � U ^ ) . 
• 
Lemma 2.1.12. Suppose T C is a semigroup such that it generates Z奸 1 
as a group. Let O be an open convex cone such that O C S(r) and K C O be 
a com,pact convex cone. Then there exists a finitely generated semi-subgroup F' 
such that K C int(S(r')) and F' generates 忍“+丄 as a group. 
Proof. First, we can pick S = • • • ,0;'=} C T such that S generates Z"+i as a 
group since each 
rn{i) 
for some c) G Z, m{i) G N and x^ G T. So it is sufficient to show that there exist 
r ' which K C int(E(r')). 
As K is compact, we may assume the open conc O which contains K is bounded. 
Let 
r" = {{{xi, • . . ’ rCn+i) G r\Xn+i < k}). 
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Note each is finitely generated and by Lemma 2.1.11, 
oo 
i=l 
Therefore, for all p G S(r), there exists p^ e such that 
lim p^ — p. 
fc—•oo 
Hence, if p e 0 n S(r)，there exists G O n i ; ( r � s u c h that 
lim pk = p. 
fc—oo 
As a result, 
oo 
J(Ons(r^')) = c>nE(r). 
i=l 
Consider 
Ck = - y\\x G d{0 fl S(r”)，y G d{0 n S(r)) - 30}. 
Now, K C O is compact implies 
d = inf{|a; — y\\x e K,y e d{0)} > 0. 
OO 
As O is bounded and l j ( 0 n = O D E(r), 
i=l 
lim Cfc = 0. 
k—*oo 
Therefore, there exist M > 0 such that Ck < d. For this M, we have 
K C E ( R ^ ) . 
• 
Now, we prove the last theorem of this section. It is stated by Nystrom in [1]. 
Theorem 2.1.13. Assume T C is a semigroup such that it generates 
as a group. Let O be an open convex cone such that O C S(r) and K G O be a 
compact convex cone. Then, there exist M >0 such that KM CT. 
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Proof. For each K C 0, by Lemma 2.1.12, there exist F' C F which is finitely 
generated and generates as a group. Applying Proposition 2.1.10, the result 
follows. • 
2.2 Subadditive Functions on Semigroups 
Definition 2.2.1. Let T be a commutative semigroup. A function F :T is 
called subadditive if for all a.PeV, F{a + P) < F{a) + F{P). • 
Definition 2.2.2. Let a G S(r)门 Iln+i. A subadditive function F is said to be 
bounded below at a if there exists M > 0 and r > 0 such that F{y) > ct for all 
G r n If F is hounded below at every a G A(r) , then we said F is 
hounded below locally. 
Remark 2.2.3. Note that if there exists x such that F{x) < 0, then 
F{nx) < nF{x). 
Hence F is not bounded below in usual sense. Thus F{x) is hounded below in usual 
sense if and only if F[x) > 0. Thus, we will say F{x) is nonnegative when F{x} 
is bounded below in usual sense, and bounded below if it satisfies above definition. 
Proposition 2.2.4. Let F, G : P —> IR 6e subadditive function and k > 0. Then 
F-{-G and kF are subadditive functions. If F, G are bounded below, so are F-\-G 
and kF 
Proof. Let .t, y G F. Wc have 
F{x + y) + G{x + y) < Fix) + F{y) + G{x) + G{y) = {F + G){x) + (F + G)iy). 
Also, as k > 0, 
kF{x + ?/) < kF{x) + kF(y). 
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If F, G are bounded below, then there exists c’c' such that F{y,t) > ct and 
G(y, t) > c't for all (y, t) G V. Then 
F + G{y, t)>(c + c')t and 
kF{y,t) > ikc)t 
for all (y, t) e r. • 
Denote the space of subadditive function • 
5 (r ) = {F : X is subadditive on T} for any X dT. (2.3) 
We also assume that the function F{x) = —oo on F is also in 5(r) . 
With the above notation, wc may rephrase the above proposition to the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 2.2.5. The space S{r) is a closed convex cone. 
Proof. It follows directly from Proposition 2.2.4. • 
Now, we introduces some notations which are used frequently. 
n+l 
Let 6{x) = {y e ir+i|2/ = a; + ^ V ^ } , where 0 < A^  < 1, and {ei}]^ is the 
i=l 
standard basis of ]R"+i. Define 
三(r) 二 {;r e r|a; + ^ ei e r for all / C {1,.. •，n + 1}}. 
I 
Also, we denote H(r) by 三 and 
xe三 
if there is no ambiguity. 
Lemma 2.2.6. E and B are semigroups. 
•I 
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Proof. (l)Let x,y eE. Then . 
I I 
for all / C { I , - - -，n + 1}. 
71+1 n+1 
(2) Let G B. Then a 二 and p = y + y^ijiCj, where x,y e "B, 
i=l 1=1 
0 < rji < 1. Then, by subadditive, for all / , J C {1, • • • ,n + 1}, 
x^^Ci + y + Y^eier. 
I J 
Therefore, x- + + X；/ e,； G E； for all / C {1, • • • , n + 1}. Thus, 
n+1 
+ + V I C D 
i=l 
for all 0 < Ai < 1. As 0 < d；： + r/,： < 2 , a - h / J e 5 . • 
The following will indicate the importance of B. 
Lemma 2.2.7. Let F be a semigroup which generates Z^+i as a group, O be an 
open cone in S(r) , K be a compact cone in O and B be above. Then there exist 
M > 0 such that KM C D. 
Proof. Let O be an open cone in S(r) . By Theorem 2.1.13, we have ci > 0 such 
that Kci n 阶+1 C r. Also, as X C O is compact, by equation (2.1), we have 
C2 > 0 such that 
d(d(c2U),Kf]ic2Un+i))>l. 
Let == iiif{:(/ G …，；+1) G /rnn„+i’（.Ti，... ,.Xn+i +；(/) • E(r) } . If 
5 = 0, as K is closed, there exist (.7:1，•..，.7;„.+i) G K such that {xi, • • • , Xn+i+y) • 
S(r) ’ which is a contradiction. Thus > 0 which implies there exist C3 > 0 such 
that > 1. Let M = max(ci, C2, C3). Then, for all (x'l, • • • , Xn+i) G Km, 
('t/i,... ,yn+i) € S(r) , \yi - Xi\ > 1. Therefore 
{[xi] + Ai’...，[oJth^iI + A„+i) G E(r) for all 0 < A^  < 1 with 
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([；ri]’：u，[;r„+i]) + e r 
jeJ 
for all J C {1,...，n + 1}. As a result, for all (rci’ •. • , x^+i) G Km, we have 
([RCI],. • • , [A;n+I]) G ！E which implies Km C B. • 
Lemma 2.2.8. Let F :E be subadditive. Then we can extend to F : J3 
such that 
(1)F = F on E, 
(2) F is continuous, and ‘ 
(3) F is subadditive on B. 
Proof. The idea of showing this lemma is constructing F. The following construc-
tion extends the function inductively starting from the first coordinate. Indeed, 
for each coordinate, this extension is just connecting the points by straight lines. 
The first parts of this proof shows extends the domain to a larger semigroup. 
Define 二三 and 
B I = {(A；! + AI， . . • , X I + A “ A ; I + I , - . . ， : G B \ { X I , . . . G < AJ < 1} . 
i i 
Let z^ z^"^  e Bi. Then z^  =工工 + ^ ^ A e^^  and z^ = x^ ^ ^ A e^jt for some 
eE,0< XlXl < 1. Let 
I = {ke N\Xl + Xl > 1}. 
i 
Then, z^ + z^ = (x^ + + ^ e^) + ^ S^ef； e D, where 0 < < 1. Hence 
k€l k=l 
工1 +工2 + E efc e三， 
fcei 
which implies + 6 13I. Therefore, BI are semigroups. 
The sccond parts of this proof extends the function inductively. For i 二 1, • • • , n+ 
1, define 
FiiBi-^R 
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such that for x = -h Sci with .0 < ^ < 1, 
Fi{x) 二 (1 - + + 1) 
Claim: Fi is subadditive. The statement is true for i = 0. 
Suppose the statement is true for i = k. Consider i = k+l. Let x.y e Di. Denote 
X = x' Tjei, y = y' + jCi, where y' E Bi, 0 < < 1. Then, 0 < ry 4- 7 < 1 
(case l ) o r l < 7 7 + 7 < 2 (case 2). 
Case 1: When 0 < 77 + 7 < 1, let 77 + 7 = then x + y = x'-\-y'+ 6. So, 
Fi{x) + Fi{y) = (1 - + + 1) + (1 - + 7 ^ 1 + 1) 
= 7 ) C i M + + 1) + (1 - 7 - + h W + 1) 
=(1 - + + 7(^ U(.7；') + + 1)) 
> ( 1 - + y') + 瓦 八 : c ' + y' + 1) + + + 1). 
By induction hypothesis, 
Fi{x) + Fi(y) = ( 1 - + y') + + y' + 1) 
Case 2: When l < r 7 + 7 < 2 , let 774-7 = l + (^ , then x-^y = (x' + + 5. 
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So, 
+ FM = (1- + + 1) + (1 - + + 1) 
= ( 1 - v)^i(x') + (1 - 7 ) ^ 1 ( 2 / ' ) + (V + 7 ) ( • 工 ' + 1) + + 1)) 
二（1 — ryj^TiM + (1 - 7)^i(y') + (1 + + 1) + + 1)) 
= ( 1 一 77)^1 M + (1 - + + 1) + + 1)) 
+ (1 — + 1) + (1 - + 1) 
= ( 1 - +1 ) + ^ i M ) + (1 — 7 ) (C i ( y ' ) + +1) ) 
> ( 1 - + +1) + (1 — + y' +1) 
+�^ri((a/+?/+i)+i) 
= ( 1 一 S)F;:,(x' + 2/ + 1) + + + 1) + 1) 
= Fi{x + y). 
� . ‘ 
Let F — Fn+i, which is subadditive on B. Also, it is obviously that F = F on E 
and F is continuous. So, such F exists. • 
Theorem 2.2.9. Let F iT ^ R be subadditive on F. Then we can extend F to 
F : S(r) -> R, such that 
(1)F = F on E, 
(2) F is continuous, and 
(3) F is subadditive on B. 
Moreover, if F is bounded below at a, then we may find F such that is 
bounded below at a. 
Proof. Define f = 三.By Lemma 2.2.8, we have / which satisfies (1) and (3)， 
and is continuous on B. Then by any continuous extension to S(r) ’ F which 
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satisfies (l)-(3) can be defined.. 
Note that under this construction, Let F be bounded below at a G E(r) nn„+i. 
Then, there exists c G M and r, A f � 0 such that for t{x, /c) e F n implies 
F{tx, tk) > ct. 
Let (y, z) = (yi, . . . , yn，之)e n 召�(cOm. Then for all ^ > 1, we have 
F(tiy, z)) = F{ty, X[tz] + (1 - X)ltz + 1], . 
where X[tz] + (1 — X)[tz + 1] = tz. Hence, 
F(iO/，z)) = XF{y, [tz]) + (1 - X)F{y,,... ’ [iz + 1]) 
> cX[tz]-h c{l - X)[tz + 1] 
二 ctz 
----{cz)L 
Therefore, F is bounded below at a. • 
2.3 Relation between Cones and Bases 
From now on, we will focus on cones C lie in upper half space 
丑时 1 - {(a；!, •. • G > 0 } , 
which means the cones C such that C\{0} C //“十、In this case, there are many 
nice relations between a cone C and CplIIn+i-
Note that Yln+i has a topology induccd by standard topology of When 
considering standard topology of (p : Hn+i —肢"such that 
(/?(Xi，.-. 1) = OTI,-.. 
is a homeomorphism. 
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Definition 2.3.1. Define 99(0门11时i) to be the base of the cone C, and denoted 
as A(C). 
Theorem 2.3.2. Let C, C be two cones in H^'+K Then 
CcC iff A(C)cA{C') 
In particular, C = C iff A(C) = A(C') 
Proof. I f C c C, then C fl Un+i C C ' D Un+v thus A(C) C A(C'). 
Conversely, Suppose A(C) C A(C"). Note that if (x, c) G C，then 
{x,c) = (0,0) G C" or c > 0. If d > 0’ ( - , 1 ) G A(C') C A(C"). Therefore, 
{x,c)eC'. • 
Unless specific stated, a point (xi, • • • , c) G 股“+丄 is often denoted as (x, c), 
where x G M". Also, all norm used in is 1-norm. That is, 
丨丨(’Ti’...，.OI| 二 + + W -
Let 5 be a set in E". Let T,(S) = {{cx, c) G G S' ,c> 0}. 
Lemma 2.3.3. E(S') is a cone with the base S. 
Proof. Let y = {x, A) G S(SO. Then, f G Therefore, cy = (cA^.cA) G S(5') 
for all c > 0. T h u s，S � is a cone. By definition, 
• 
Notice that by definition, the cone E(S') lies in upper half plane. 
Proposition 2.3.4. A cone C is convex iff A{C) is convex. 
Proof. Suppose C is convex. Let (t;!, 1), {v2,1) G A(C). Then for all 0 < A < 1, 
Xiivu 1) + (1-A)(i;2,1) G C. Also, 1) + (1-A)(i;2, 1)=(入1?；1 + (1 —入)^；2，1), 
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thus 1) + (1 — A)(V2, 1) E Un+i. So, A i K , 1) + (1 - A)(i;2,1) G A(C). 
Conversely, suppose A(C) is convex. Let {v, ci), {w, C2) G C. Then, 
y UJ 
(—, ! ) , (—,1) G A((7) . Let a,6 > 0. We have either a = b = 0 or a > 0 or 6 > 0. 
Cl C2 
If a — 6 == 0, then a{v, Ci) + b{w, C2) = (0, • • • , 0) G C. Assume a > 0 or 6 > 0. 
Let Ao = ~ N o t e that 0 < Aq < 1. Now 
aci + 0C2 
a[v, Cl) + b{w, C2) = (av + bw, aci + 6c2) 
, V 1 w , � 
=(fl'ci——h OC2—, aci + 0C2) • 
Cl C2 
y UJ 
= { a c , + 6c2)(Ao- + (1 — A o ) - , 1) (2.4) Cl C2 
y 'ID 
As (Ao— + (1 - Ao) —, 1) G A(C), by equation (2.4), a(v, Ci) + b(w, C2) G C. • 
Cl C2 
In fact, we can have more relation between a cone and its base, or a set and 
its induced cone. 
Theorem 2.3.5. Let S be a set and C be a cone. Then, 
(1) A(E(5')) - S and 
(2)m{C)) = C. 
Proof. (1) follows directly from Lemma 2.3.3. 
(2) Let C be a cone. Then, by (1), A(C) = A(E(A(a)) ) . By Theorem 2.3.2， 
C = E(A(C)) • 
Open cones can induce a topology in which has stated before. 
Also, n„+i has a subspace topology of the standard topology in which is 
homeomorphic to the standard topology in R". The following proposition will 
tell us the relationship between this two topologies. First, we show a lemma. 
Lemma 2.3.6. For all r > 0, x- G E", T.{Br{x)) is open. 
Proof. Suppose it is not open. There exist {cy, c) e � ) \ { 0 } such that 
J 
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Note that c > 0, thus 
mf 1 1 1 ( ^ , 1 ) = 
(u,v)^E(Br(x)) C C 
But (y, 1) e Br(:i：) which is an open ball, thus 
inf {||(y , l ) - ( - , - )||}>0 . 
Contradiction arise. • 
Proposition 2.3.7. A cone O is open iff A (0 ) is open. 
Proof. If 0 is a open cone, then 0\{0} is open under standard topology, thus 
0 门 n„+i = (0\{0})门 rin+i is open. 
Conversely, assume A(0 ) is open, then for all {x, 1) G A(0) , there exists open 
ball C A(0) . Then, the cone C 0. As S(B“a; ’ l ) ) C 0 is 
open (by Lemma 2.3.6)，0\{0} is open. • 
Denote the standard topology in be r^. 
Corollary 2.3.8. The map : tc —> by mapping an open cone to its bases 
is bijective. 
Proof. is well define is by Proposition 2.3.7. Bijective of (p^ is a direct conse-
quence of Proposition 2.3.7 and Theorem 2.3.5. • 
Corollary 2.3.9. A cone C is closed (resp. compact) iff A(C) is closed (resp. 
compact). 
Proof. By the map defined in Corollary 2.3.8, we can have a bijective map from 
close cones in and closed sets in 
For compactness, Suppose C is compact. By the bijection ip” any cover {11^} of 
A(C), is an open cover, which has subcover for some 
N eN. Then {f/J^Li is the subcover of A(C). Similarly, A(C) is compact 
implies C is compact. • 
Chapter 3 
General Theories of Okounkov 
Bodies 
3.1 Okounkov Bodies and Volumes 
Definition 3.1.1. A semigroup r C is bounded if there exists c > 0 such 
that for all {x, k) x < kc. 
Lemma 3.1.2. Let T be a hounded semigroup on N^+i. Then E(r), the cone 
generated by F, lies in and is a compact cone. 
Proof. It is obvious that E(r) lies in / /时 i . We now show that it is a compact 
cone. Since F is bounded, there exists c � 0 such that for all {x, k) e F, ||a;|| < kc. 
Then T C E(Bc(0)) since /c> 0 for all (x, k) 6 T. As Bc{0) is closed and convex, 
by Proposition 2.3.4 and Corollary 2.3.9, E(Bc(0)) is also closed and convcx. 
As S(Se(0)) C E(r) C E(Be(0)) C Moreover, S(r ) C ^ ( b J ^ ) 
implies A(E(r)) C BJO). Therefore, A(S(r ) ) is a closed and bounded set in E". 
Thus, it is compact. By Corollary 2.3.9, E(r) is compact. • 
Definition 3.1.3. Let T be a hounded semigroup on N^+i such that T generate 
Z^+i as a group. Then the Okounkov body of E(r) is defined to be the base of 
E(r), and denoted as A(r ) . 
33 
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Theorem 3.1.4. Let T be a bounded semigroup on such that T generates 
as a group. Then 
int(A(r)) + 0. 
Consequently, Okounkov body is a convex body. 
M 
Proof. Since F generates Z时i as a group, Ck 二 ^ cJV for some • • • e T 
and cf G Z. Let 
c = max{|cf| e = 1，...，n + 1; i = 1’. •.，M}. 
M 
Let X = eV, then x + e^eT for all k. Therefore, Bi{x) C S(r) . Thus, 
int (S(r ) )^ 0. By Corollary 2.3.8’ int(A(r)) + 0. 
• 
We define some notations which will be used later. 
Definition 3.1.5. Define Afc(r) = {x G W\(kx,k) e T}. 
Note that since 三 C r , we have Ak{E) C Afc(r), where E is defined in Section 
2.2. 
Lemma 3.1.6. Let S C 股“^  be closed and convex. Suppose int(S') + 小 , t h e n 
Proof. int(S') C 5 as aS is closed. 
Conversely, let y e int(5). Then there exists r > 0 such that Br(y) C S. Let 
X £ S. As S is convex, we have 
{tz + (1 — t)x\0 <t<l,ze Br{y)} C S. 
In particular, Brt{ty+{1 — t)x) C 5 for all 0 < i < 1. Thus ty + {l-t)x G int(5') 
for all 0 < i < 1 implies x E int(5'). 口 
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Lemma 3.1.7. Suppose T is .a bounded semigroup which generates as a 
oo 
group. Then A(r) = |J Afc(H). 
k=l 
oo 
Proof. As Afc(E：) C A(r ) and A(r ) is closed, |J Afc(E：) C A(r) . 
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1.6, it is sufficient to show that 
~oo 
i n t ( A ( r ) ) c U A f c ( S ) . 
k=l 
It is equivalent to show that for all x G int(A(r)) and for all r > 0, 
oo 
.Note that it is sufficient to consider those r such that Br(x) C iiit(A(r)). 
Let .7； G int(A(r)) and r > 0 be such that Br(x) C int(A(r)). There exists 
M >0 such that Mr > 2 and the cylinder (/?2(M.t) x [M, M + 1]) c E ( B ^ ) . 
Also, since Br(x) is compact, by Theorem 2.1.13, there exists M' > M such that 
cr. 
Therefore, there exists {M'y, M') G V such that M'x G B{M'y, M'). Since 
{B2{Mx) X [M, M + 1]) c 
{B2{M 'x) X [M', M' + 1]) C T.(BR[x)). As a result, we have 
B{M'y, M') c {B2{M'x) x [M ' , M' + 1]) 
which implies [M'y, M') + ^； .^ / e). G r for all / C {1 , . . . , n + 1}. It follows that 
OO 
y e Br{x)nAM>{'B) and hence Br{x) n (|J 么^：(三)）^ • 
fc=i 
We now proof the theorem which is proved by Nystrom. 
Theorem 3.1.8. Suppose T is a bounded semigroup which generates 忍奸丄 as a 
group. Then 
" t o 
A(r) = U A “ r ) . 
k二 1 
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oo 
Proof. Since A^(r) C A(r ) and A(r ) is closed, |J Afc(r) C A(r) . 
k^l 
oo oo 
Also, C Afc(r) implies A(r ) = |J Ak{E) C |J M r ) . • 
k二1 k=l 
Let r is a bounded semigroup which generates Z"'+i as a group. By Theorem 
3.1.4, A(r ) is a convex body in IR". Thus it has non zero volume. Denote the 
volume of A(r ) be Vol(A(r))，which is defined as 
Vol(A(r)) = [ dm, 
where the integration is in the sense of Lebesgue which is well defined as A(r ) is 
closed. 
he following theorem points out the relation of Vol(A(r)) and the number of 
elements in Afc(r), #Afc(r). Before stating the theorem, let prove some lemmas 
first. 
Lemma 3.1.9. For any convex bodies K, for any x E int(/(r) and v G ]R"\{0}, 
{x + iv\L�0} n dK exists and is a singleton. 
Proof. Let x e int(/(). As K is bounded, K C Bm{x) for some M > 0. Then, 
sup (0 < M 
x+ivei< 
Let ty = sup^^^^^j^(t). As K is closed, x + tyV G K. Also, as ty = inf (t), 
x+tv^K 
x + tyV e Therefore, x-^tyV e dK. Note that as x e int(/(), ty > 0. It 
proves the existence. 
Denote i/q = x + Uv. Let x -\-t'v ^ [x + tv\t�0} n dK. Then by definition, 
t' < ty. As X e int(i^), Br{x) C K for some r > 0. Since K is convex, we have 
{sz + (1 - s)yo\0 < s < l , z G Br(x)} C K. 
In particular, Brsix + {sty)v) C K. Thus, if t' < ty, x + t'v e mt{K). Therefore, 
t' = ‘ • 
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Corollary 3.1.10. Let x e mt{K). Let n : dK S"一i by 
I N y -冗 
兀 ⑷ = N M-
Then F is a homeomorphism. In particular, 
7r-\e) = {\\y - x\\9) ^ X. 
Proof. As X e int(/(), it is well define as \\y - > 0. It is continuous also. By 
Lemma (3.1.9), put v = tt(j/), we get tt is bijective. Since K is compact, dK is 
also closed and bounded, thus compact. Also, is Hausdroff, therefore, F is 
a homeomorphism. • 
Here is the main theorem of this section, which is proved by Lazarsfeld and 
Mustata. 
Theorem 3.1.11. Let T is a hounded semigroup which generate Z^+i as a group. 
Then 
Vol(A(r)) = lim 三))二 lim 
fc—oo A：" fc—oo /c " 
Proof. Let E > 0. Let xq G int(A(r)). Now 
A(r) = {(r,e) + a:o|0 < r < | | 7 r — - x o l O e 忍打一工} U {xo}, 
where F is defined as in Corollary 3.1.10. Let V = Vol(A(r)). Define 
A(r)(£+) = {(r, 0) + a;o|0 < r < ( l + e)\\7T-\e) — a;o||,0 E S^''} U {xo}. 
We have Vol(A(r)(£+)) = (1 + eY'V. 
As 1 is compact and F is homeomorphism, ci < | | F — — .t|| < C2 for some 
0 < ci < C2. Then, there exists Mi G N such that 
m(l + £)||7r-i(没）-xll > + m||7r—1(0) — x|| 
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for all 0 e > Mi, by taking Mi > 也 . 
£C2 
Let Lk = A(r) n 丁. When k > Mi, 
fC 
^B(kx) c A(r)(£+) 
for all X G Lfc, where B{x) is defined as before. Therefore, 
Yo\{jB(kx)) < (1 + £广1/. 
fc 
Also, Yo\{^}5{kx)) = > • As a result, we have an upper bounded 
rC l\j rv 
o f ^ . Thus, k/i ‘ 
lim sup #八丄(r) s (1 + 力n z (3.1) 
A;—>oo 紀 
Secondly, (三）< so, we have 
lim sup < lim sup ^ ^ ^ and (3.2) 
fc—KX) 片 fc—>00 紀 
Uminf 学 < l i m i n f ^ . (3.3) 
fc—oo /c" — fc—oo /c" � ’ 
Finally, define A(r ) (e - ) by 
A(r ) (£- ) - {(r,e) + xolO < r < (1 - 6)\\7r-\9) - xolO e S""^} U {xo}. 
Note that we have Vol(八(r)(£-)) = (1 - As A(r ) (e - ) C int(A(r)), by 
Lemma 2.2.7, 
s(八(r)(£—))m2 C b 
for some M2 > 0. Therefore, 
- 卞 = Voi(E(A(r)(£-))f|n,) c Vo収门 i i f c )=佩玲 
for all k > M2. Therefore, we have 
( 1 l i m i n f (3.4) 
fc—•00 k^ 
Combining Equations (3.1)，(3.2) (3.3) and (3.4), and take £ — 0，we have 
VoKA(r)) = 严 ^ = 严 
k—oo /C" k-*oo K^ 
• 
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3.2 Relation of Subadditive Functions on Semi-
groups and Okounkov Bodies 
Let r C be a subadditive group which generates as a group. Let 
F : r —> E ba a subadditive function on F. In [1], we can define a function 
c[F] : int(A(r)) M 
through F. The main goal of this section is to construct the function c[F] and 
to discuss the properties of c[F], which are discussed in [1]. 
Also, from now on, we denote the points in E(r) as {tx, t), where x G A(r ) and 
t > 0. In particular, the points in F or B are also denoted as {tx, t). 
Let X G int(A(r)). Let a{k) = (ai(A;)’...，an+i(k)) be a sequence in F such that 
lim (y..,i+i{k) = oo and lim — = a e int(A(r)). 
fc-+oo k-*oo an+i[k) 
Definition 3.2.1. Define c[F] : int(A(r)) -> R such that 
、 1. ⑷ ) � = l i m - r -TTV, 
fc—oo 
where lim an+i{k) = oo and lim — = a e int(A(r)). 
k—oo k-*oo an+i{k) 
Remark 3.2.2. Consider the definition in [Ij, denoted by c[F], given by 
- lim 啊 幻 ) 
where lim an+i{k) = oo and lim , ,, = x for x e int(E(r)) with bl = 1. For 
k-*oo fc—oo |Q;(A;}| 
all a G A(r)， 
侧 = (識） 
…1)丨⑶巧為 
= l i m F ( ^ ) 
fc—oo an+l{fc) 
二 C [ F ] � 
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assuming that c[F](a) is well-defined. Thus, the definition here is essentially the 
same as in [1]. 
In the following, we show that the function function c[F] is well-defined. The 
idea of the proof come from [1]. But instead of constructing the function c[F] on 
a discrete set, wc construct the function c[F] from a subadditive functions F on 
a domain which is also a semigroup. 
Let C be a conc. For simplicity, from now on wc denote 
C', = {{x,t)eC\a<t<b}. (3.5) 
Rccall from section 2.2 that C„ := {(a;, t) G C\a < t}, so we have C„ = 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let G : i;(r) —> R 6e a continuous function such that G is 
subadditive on B. Let K C int(E(r)) be compact. Then there exists Ck G 股+ 
such that for all (x, L) G Ki,外“)< Ck. 
iy 
Proof. If G�工:力)< 0 for all {x, t) e Ki, then we are done. So assume ^ (工 " ) > 0 
I' I' 
for some (X, t) G Ki. By Lemma 2.2.7, there exists M > m such that Km C B. 
oo 
Note that Km = M K忍寧.As / ( � is compact and G is continuous, G{x, t) < 
k=l 
C for all {x,t) G Kj^, for some C e R. As Km C B, G is subadditive on Km-
Also we have ^ ^ G K^^ C . Therefore, for all keN, 




for all {x,t) e Thus, ^ ^ < C for all {x,t) G Km. AS K^ is 
compact and G is continuous, there exists C such that G{x, t) < C' for some 
C G M. Let Ck = max(C, C"), we get the result. • 
Now, we prove a lemma which is used to prove some inequalities later. 
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Lemma 3.2.4. Let G : S(r) R be a continuous function such that G is 
subadditive on B . For any (ca, c) E int(;B), 
limsup 幽 < 
t-*oo,x-*a i C 
Proof. Let e > 0. Our aim is to find M > 0 and J > 0 such that 
G{tx,t) G(ca’c) , … I c 
—^~- < — + e whenever t>MAx-a\<5. 
t c 
W.L.O.G, we may let 1 > £ > 0. Also, by the definition, c > 1. 
Let r > 0 such that Bcr{ca,c) C int(D). Then, C D. Therefore, by 




Let M > —, J < —. For all {tx,t) such that t > M, \x - a\ < 5, there exists 
k eN, with k>l such that 
£ ~ 8 
Combine with the assumption that £ < 1’ we havei = k{Nc-\-b), where 2c> b>c 
and A/‘ G N with A^  > 1. Therefore, {tx,t) = ki{Nca, Nc) + {yx-Nca,b)). Now, 
k 
\jx - Nca - 6a| 2 丨:r - a 
/v rC 
k-\-l 2c re 




Hence | - a\ < r. As a result, 
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Consequently, we have 
< k{NG[ca, c) + Gi^x - Nca, b)) 
k 
< kNG{ca,c) + khCi. 
It follows that 
G{tx,t) kNG[c(x,c) + kCi) 
I • 
kN � � k ^ 
� kli. � kb� 
< G(ca，c) (2cA — G W ) 
_ c ” 2c J 
c 
where C2 = ~ G{ca, c), •) ^ constant. Therefore, if M > — and 
ZC F 
re c 
J < —, we have 
G(tx, t) G(ca, c) . 
— ^ - < — ~ — + e whenever t> MAx - a\ < 5. 
t c ‘ ‘ 
Thus 
limsup ^ < fel 
i—•oojx—+Q： i C 
• 
Lemma 3.2.5. Let G : E(r) -^R be a continuous function which is subadditive 
on B. Let [cy, c) e mt{B). Then there exists r > 0 such that whenever \a - y\ = 
\r, we have 
limsup , < (1 - A ) � 山 J + XCr, 
where CV G 肢+ depends only on r which satisfies G{I3, t) < Crt for all {(3,t) e 
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Proof. Let (cy, c) e mt(B). Then there exists r > 0 such that 
^ m i ) ) C int(E(r)). 
Thus, there exists M > 0 such that 
C int(^). 
By Lemma 3.2.3, there exists Cr > 0 such that G(j3’ t) < 04 for all ( � ’ t) e 
12{Br{y))i. Also, let a e A{Br{y)) such that \y - a\ = Xr. Then we can find 
V e d{Br(y)) such that 
a 二（1 - X)y + Xv. 
Thus 
i 4 A ) = (c"’c) + ’ 
where {cv, c) G Br(y). Let A: G N be such that 1 — A 
k\ . �，fee h e � 
Also, we have k(cy, c) e B. As a result, 
< G(kcy,kc) Gi^,(cv,c)) 
kc — kc kc 
T^ r ^ T^ 
\�G(kcy,kc) ,�G(告(n;，c))) 
= kc S 
c 
Finally, by Lemma 3.2.4, we have 
limsup ^ S 卯 — + AC .^ 
i — • o o . x — t - ~ - C 
1 — A 
• 
Theorem 3.2.6. Let G : E(r) R be continuous and subadditive on B. Let 
a e int(A(r)). Then, 
lim ^ ^ 
t—^OO^X—^OC t 
exists or equals — oo. 
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Proof. By Lemma 3.2.4’ limsiip 卯工， i s bounded above. Thus, it is sufficient 
t—>oo,x—+a t 
to show that 
l i m s u p ^ < liminf 幽 . 
t^oo,x—*a t L-*oo,x-*a f, 
That is, for all £�0，there xists M > 0,6 > 0 such that 
G(tx, t) G(sy,s) , … , , 
lim sup < h e whenever s > M,\y — a\ < 5. 
t—>00,x—+Q! t S 
Let a G int(A(r)). Let e > 0. By Lemma 3.2.5, there exists r > 0 such that 
whenever \y — a\ = Xr with 0 < A < 1, we have 
t—»-oo,x—»a t C 
for some C V � 0 . Let M > 0 such that T,(Br{a))M C mt{B). Let 
.r (G[sy, s) m = inf -J. 
|y-Q|<§,5>M' S 
It may either be - o o or a constant. 
If m = —oo, then for all I E there exists {skVk, Sk) such that 
r where \yi - = Ar < - Therefore, 
1. G{tx,i) ^ . ��C?(s仏 s ) � “ 
limsup — V ^ < (1 - A) \ J , + \Cr 





lim — ^ ~ - = - o o . 
t—*oo,x—>a I 
Now, assume m G E. Let rn' = min{0,m}. Note that CV - rn' > 0 as CV > 0， 
m' < 0. Let 
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Let s > M,\y - a\ < S. We have 
l i m s u p � � ‘ < (1 - A) 口 . , + ACV, 
where \ < 5 <1, Then 




limsup 华 < liminf 幽 . 
• 
Proposition 3.2.7. Let G : S(r) -^R be continuous and subadditive on B. We 
have 
l i m 幽 = H m 辑 
t—>00,3；—i /,-+oo i 
Proof. Note that 
1. Gitx.t) ^ 1. G{ta,t), lim sup — ^ ~ - > lim sup — ~ — and 
t—*oo,x—>a t t—+00 t 
liminf ^ < liminf 幽 




lim 二 l i m ^ i ^ . 
t-^ooyx-^a t t^oo t 
• 
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With the above proposition and theorem, the following definition is well-
defined. 
Definition 3.2.8. Let G : S(r) -^R be continuous and subadditive on B. Define 
c[G] : int(A(r)) — [-00,00) by 
c[Gj(a) = lim L , t—00 t 
Corollary 3.2.9. Let F : T W ba a subadditive function on E. Let a{k)= 
(a；!(A;), • • • ， b e an arbitrary sequence in T such that lim a„+i(A;) = 00 
fc—>00 
and lim ——^― — a G int(A(r)). Let F : E(r) —^M. is any extensions from F 
k-*oo an+i{k) 
which is continuous and subadditive on B. Then c[F] : int(A(r)) —> R U {—00} 
which 
c F [a) = lim \；： 
fc—00 an+i{k) 
is well-defined and c[F](a) = c[F](a). 
Proof. Extend F to some F : E(r) ^ E, such that 
{ l ) F = ^ F on S, 
(2) F is continuous and 
(3) F is subadditive on B. 
Such F exists, for example, by construction in Theorem 2.2.9. c[F] is well-
defined since F : E(r) —> E be continuous and subadditive on B. In particular, 
let a{k) = {ai{k), •. • ,q;„+i(A:)) be a sequence in F such that lim a„+i(/c) = 00 
fc—»oo 
and lim 丨�=aG int(A(r)). Therefore, 
fc—00 an+i[k) 
lim = lim — -c F (a). 
k^oo an+iyK) t-*oo,x-*a t 
depends only on x e^s F = F on E. Thus, c[F] is well-defined. • 
By Corollary 3.2.9, we can give an alternate definition of c[F]. 
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Definition 3.2.10. Let F : T R be a subadditive function on E. Define 
c[F] : int(A(r)) — [—00,00) such that 
t->oo t 
where F is any extension of F as stated above. 
Corollary 3.2.11. Let F' C F. Let : R — IR such that F is subadditive on 
r'(D). Then c[F] is well-defined. 
Proof. Apply Corollary 3.2.9 to the semigroup V. • 
Remark 3.2.12. By defining r' 二 Fn G r|a;n+i > M} for some large number 
M, we know that c[F] depends only on x which Xn+i are large. 
3.3 Convex Functions on Okounkov Bodies 
By the pervious section, given a subadditive function F on F, we can define a 
function c[F] on iiit(A(r)). In this section, we discuss the relation of subadditive 
function F on F and convex functions on int(A(r)). As c[F] = c[F], the relation 
of subadditive function F on F and convex functions on iiit(A(r)) is similar to 
the case of a continuous subadditive function G on B and convex functions on 
int(A(r)). Recall the notation 
Sir) = {F : X — R| F is subadditive. }U{F = -oo on F}. 
Similarly, we denote 
S{B) = {G : S(r) ^ ]R| G is continuous and subadditive on B}U{F = - 0 0 on B} 
Proposition 3.3.1. Let G G S{B). Then c[G] is convex. That is, 
C[G](AQ； + (1 - X)P) < Ac[G](A) + (1 - X)c[G]{P) 
for all e int(A(r)) ant/ 0 < 入�1 . 
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Proof. Let a,j3 e int(A(r)) and 0 < A < 1. Now, there exists M such that 
(Ato, Xt), ((1 - A)明，(1 - X)t) G D for all t > M. Thus 
G{t{Xa + ( l - X)f5)J,)) < G{Xta., Xt,) ^((1 - X)tp, (1 - A)0 
t 一 t + t 
二 ^ Xt + ((1 -入)) ( T ^ 
for all t > M. Therefore, 
c[G]((A. + (1 - • ) = lim 等 + ( ; - 棚 ) • 
< l i m ( A ^ l ^ + ((1 — 
“oo \t (1 — X)t 
-Ac[G'](a) + (l-A)c[G](/?). 
• 
Lemma 3.3.2. Let h : int(A(r)) [—oo，oo) be a convex function. Then h is 
either a real-valued continuous function or c[G]三一oo. 
Proof. Suppose there exists a G int(A(r)) such that h(a) = —oo. Let (5 G 
int(A(r)). Then there exists x e ini(A(r)) such that 广=Aa + (1 — X)x for some 
0 < A < 1. As a result, 
h{l3) < \h{a) + (1 - X)h{x) = - o o . 
Suppose /i(int(A(r))) C M. Since h is convex, h is continuous. • 
Let G : E(r) —> R is continuous and subadditive on B. G is said to be 
bounded below if G\D is bounded below (in the sense of subadditive function 
which defined in section 2.2). 
Definition 3.3.3. Let U C M"' 6e a non-empty bounded open set and let f : U — 
MU {—oo}. f is said to be hounded below locally at x e U if there exist r > 0 and 
c G E such that for all y G Br{x), 
f{y) > c. 
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f is said to be bounded below locally if for all x ^ U, f is bounded below locally 
at X. 
It is easy to see that a continuous function / : U —> R is bounded below locally. 
Also, a convex real-valued function is continuous, so we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.3.4. Let U C be a non-empty hounded open set, h : U — IR is 
convex. Then h is bounded below locally. 
Proposition 3.3.5. Let G e S(B). The following are equivalent:“ 
(1) c[G] is bounded below locally, 
(2) G is bounded below locally, 
(3) there exists a G int(A(r)) such that c[G](a) G 1. and 
(4) c[Gl(int(A(r))) C M. 
Proof. (1) (2) Suppose c[G] is bounded below at o： G iiit(A(r)). By definition, 
there exists r > 0, c G M such that for all jS G Br{a), 
响 ⑷ 二 lim 
Then there exists r � 0，M > 0 such that 
f o r a l l {tp, t) ernBria)M. 
(2) (3) Let a G int(A(r)). Then, there exist c > 0, r > 0, M > 0 such that 
Gjtp^t) 
~ T ~ � c . 
for all {t(3, t) e r n Therefore, 
cu [a) = lim > c. 
t—KX),p—*a t 
Thus c[G]{a) e R. 
(3) (4) By Lemma 3.3.2，as c[GKa) G R, 
c[G](int(A(r))) c R. 
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(4) (1) By Proposition 3.3.1 and Lemma 3.3.2, as c[G](int(A(r))) C R, cfG] 
is a convex function on int{A(r)). Thus, by Lemma 3.3.4, c[G] is bounded 
below. • 
Denote the set of continuous convex functions defined on int(A(r)) by Conv(int(A(r))). 
With abuse of notation, we also denote c by the map c : S{B) — Coiiv(int(A(r))) 
such that c(G) — c[G . 
Proposition 3.3.6. Let G, G' e S{B). Then for all k>0, we have 
c[kG] = kc[G] and c[G + G'] = c[G] + c[G' 
Proof. It follows directly from 
lim ^ - = k lim ^ ― ^ and 
i—oo i /,-+oo i 
lim {G + G'){l,xj.) 二 lim , Hm (�(以•，,》 
i—+00 t t-^oo t s—oo s 
• 
Proposition 3.3.7. Let h : int(A(r)) [-00,00) be a convex function. Then, 
there exists G G S(B) such that h — c[G\. 
Proof. Suppose h = -00 . Define G{tx,t) = for all {tx,t) G S(r). Then, 
G{xi, £1) + G{X2, h) = - ( e “ + e ” > e“+'2. 
Thus, G is subadditive. Also, 
c[G]{x) = lim ^ ^ = - l i m � = - 0 0 
t—oo t t-^OO t 
for all X G int(A(r))). 
Suppose /i(A(r)) C R. Define 
G{tx, t) = th{x) 
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for all (tx, t) e S(r). It follows that 
G(tx, t) + G{sy, s) = th[x) + sh{y) 
=G(tx + sy). 
So, G is subadditive. Finally, ^ ( ， = h(:L') implies c[G](.7;) = h(x). • 
By the above Propositions, we know that c is a onto map which commutes with 
the operations in a cone. Now, we define a equivalence relation on subadditive 
functions. 
Definition 3.3.8. Let G,G' G S{B) Then we say G � G ' if c[G] = c[G']. Simi-
larly, let [ -00, oo) which are subadditive on T. Then, we say F ~ F' 
if c[F] = c[F']. Denote the equivalence class of G be [G . 
Proposition 3.3.9. The set that G G S(B) such that G is not bounded below is 
in the same equivalence class. We denote this equivalence class by [—oo . 
Proof. It follows directly from Proposition 3.3.5. • 
We said 屯：(7 — C is a morphism on two cone if for all x,y e C, k >0, we 
have 
屯 ( k x + y) = + ^(y). 
Lemma 3.3.10. The set 
{[(7]|(7 : S(r) -^R is continuous functions which are subadditive on B.} 
with the operation defined by 
'G] + [G'] = [G + G'] and [kG] = k[G] 
is well define and is a cone. Furthermore, it is isomorphic to the cone of contin-
uous convex functions 
Conv(int(A(r))) = {h : int(A(r)) — [-oo，oo)|/i are continuous or h = - o o . } 
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by the isomorphism c. 
Proof. The first part follows directly from Proposition 3.3.6 and the second part 
is ensured by the definition of the equivalence relation. • 
Proposition 3.3.11. The set Z{3) = [G E S(B)\G � 0 } is a cone. 
Proof. Let G, G' G [Oj. By Lemma 3.3.10, [G + G'] = [G] + [G'] = [0] and for all 
A;>0, [kG] = k[G] = [0]. • 
The following discusses the properties of the equivalent relation. 
Proposition 3.3.12. Let G, G' G S{B). Then G �G' iff for all x e int(A(r)), 
lim G ( 丨 ⑶ ( 丨 
t—^oo t 
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.10, it is sufficient to consider the functions G which G � 0 . 
G ~ 0 iff c[G] = 0，which is, by definition, 
- 勉 = 0 
t—^oo t 
for all a; G int(A(r)). • 
Definition 3.3.13. Given G G S{B). Define P{G) : S (r ) R such that 
P(G) (& ’0 = tc[Gl(:z;) 
for all (tx,t) e S(r ) ifc[G] ^ - o o . If c[G] = - o o , then we let P[G) - - o o . 
Proposition 3.3.14. Let G,G' G S{B). P{G)�尸(G') iffG~ 
Proof. Note that by definition, c[P{G)]{x) = c[G]{x). Therefore, P{G)�尸(G') 
iff c[P{G)](x) = c[PiG')]{x) iff c[G]{x) = c[G'](x) iff G � G ' . • 
We denote the set of one-homogeneous functions to be 
Hom(E(r)) = {H : E(r) — R\H(tx,t) = th(x) for some h G Conv(A(r))}. 
For convention, we also say F = —oo e Hom(E(r)). 
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Proposition 3.3.15. The cone generated by one-homogeneous functions, Hom(E(r)) 
is isomorphic to the cone consists of convex function, Conv(int(A(r))) by the 
morphism map c. 
Proof. Let H G Hom(E(r)). It is sufficient to show that c{H) = 0 iff = 0. 
Now, H{f.x, t) = th{x) for some h e Conv(int(A(r))). Thus, 
c(H){x) = h{x) 
for all X- e int(A(r)). Therefore, c(I/) = 0 h = 0 <=> 1/ = 0. • 
Observe that under this isomorphism, given G G S(JB), = P(G). 
Thus, we may choose the sets {P(G)}|GG5(S) be a system of representative. There-
fore, we have 
Proposition 3.3.16. S(J3) = Hom(E(r)) 0 Z{B). 
Also, we have 
Proposition 3.3.17. For all (/,.7；, I) e D, G(t:x, (,) > P{G){tx,l,). 
Proof. P{G){tx, t) = tc[G]{x). Suppose that there exist {tx, t) G B, such that 
G(tx,t) < tc[G]{x). Let G(tx,t) = tc[G]{x) + l{x) for some k^x > 0. Then for all 
keN, 
G{ktx, kt) < kG(tx,t) = ktc[G]{x) + klt,x-
Thus, 
� = l i m < c[G](x) + 
k—oo kt t 
As {tx, t)eB,t>0. Thus, 0 = ^ > 0. Contradiction arises. • 
As a direct consequence of the latter two propositions, we have 
Corollary 3.3.18. Let G G Z{B). Then G{tx,t) > 0 for all {tx, t) G B. 
.J • 
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Therefore, alternatively, we can define P{G) be the convex envelope of G, by 
P{G) = {H e Hom(S(r))|// < G for all {tx, t) e 5}. (3.6) 
As a remark, we can replace the role of S{B) by S(E) in all the propositions in 
this section. 
Chapter 4 
Okounkov Bodies and Complex 
Geometry 
4.1 Holomorphic Line Bundles 
The main goal of this section is to associate a convex body to a holomorphic 
line bundle on a compact complex manifold, and discuss the relation between the 
volume of a convex body and the line bundle. The notations are followed from 
1], and the context are mainly based on [1] and [3]. 
Definition 4.1.1. A complex manifold X is a differentiable manifold admitting 
an open cover {Ua} and coordinates maps 小^ .. Ua — C" such that (pa ° is 
holomorphic on (i)p{Ua H Up) C C". 
A complex manifold X is said to be projective if X can be embedded into 
CP^ for some N eft 
Definition 4.1.2. A complex line bundle on X consists of a family {La:}xex 
of complex vector spaces parameterized by X together with a manifold struc-
ture on L ^ (J Lx such that (1) The projective map TT : L X taking L^ to x 
xex 
55 
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is C°°； and . 
(2) For any Xq G X, there exists an open set U in X containing Xq and a diffeo-
morphism 
(Pu 7T-\U)U X C 
taking the vector space the vector space L^ isomorphically onto x x C for each 
X E U (4>u is called a trivialization of L over U). 
We define the transition function for L relative to (/)[/, (f)Y as the C°°-map 
guv ： U xV C* given by 
9uv(x) (h�(/^v^lx X C. 
A line bundle L is holomorphic if there exists trivialization {cpu} such that 
the 如 are biholomorphic. 
Definition 4.1.3. Let X be a complex compact projective manifold X and L be 
a holomorphic line bundle on X. The volume of L is given by 
Vol(L) = lim sup 芒 dim(H^(X, O(kL))), 
k-^oo 片 
where kL = L®^ and H^{X,0(kL)) is the space of holomorphic sections of kL . 
Also, L is said to be big z/Vol(L) > 0. 
Throughout this thesis, we assume all manifolds are complex, compact and 
projective.Also, all line bundles are assumed to be holomorphic. Also, for sim-
plicity, from now on, we denote H^{X,0{kL)) by H^{kL). 
Let p e X. Let {f/^, be an atlas on X with p e Uq. Also, we assume 
that we have hypersurfaces V；- which in Uq, Vi are defined by K = {zi = 0}. Such 
a local coordinate system exists as X is projective. For example, let p E X and 
t : X be an embedding such that 
• ) = [1，0，…’0j. 
J 
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We regard uTp{X) as a siibspace in CP" containing [1,0，…，0]. Take the local 
coordinates of CP"，{V；-,^^} which Vj - {[之。，…’ Zj + 0}. Also, we define 
00 such that under the local coordinates, {iyi}�=i spans L^Tp{X). Thus, 
“Tp(X) = (wn+i = • •' = Wjv = 0} 
in a neighborhood of [1,0’ •. •，0]. Define K/ = {u^ i = 0} for i = 1,... , n. Define 
a local chart of X such that 
M(l) = {zir- - if 仇Wg)) = (2；1，... ’2：„，2：„+1，...，2:;v) 
for some Zn+u . . . ’ zat. Then we have l/j = ]// 门 X = {zi = 0}. Note that for the 
line bundle [KJ, there exists sections s e H^{[Vi\) such that in a neighborhood of 
Uo, s is defined as Zi for all i — 1, - • • , n. 
When there is no confusion, we would use Ui to denote both Ut C X and 
<Pi{Ui) C C". As X is compact, we may assume I is finite, so / = {0’ 1,.••，m} 
for some m G N. Let e^  e //�([/“（9(L)) be a local trivialization of L. Then, 




where kL = L^K So ef is a local trivialization of L姚.Let s G H°{X,0{kL)). 
We have - j is a holomorphic function in Ui. For simplicity, we denote 
= •(办「1 ⑷). （4.1) 
Note that if Si = U for some z, then s = t. Therefore, we can have a monomor-
phism from H^{kL) to the space of holomorphic functions, where the monomor-
phism is given by s Si. In particular, we fix the monomorphism from H^{kL) 
to the space of power series, which the monomorphism is given by s sq. Under 
this monomorphism, we can regard H^{kL) as a subspace of the space of power 
series. Therefore, we can denote s = J^ajzj, where j = {jw' , jn) G N", and 
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办,…，j>i) — ZI^ • • • , Now, when there is no confusion, we use U to denote Uq, 
and use s to represent the function SQ interchangeably. 
Definition 4.1.4. Let < be a total order on N". < is an additive order if a < p 
and a' < p' implies a + a' < p 
Example 4.1.5. An example of additive order which will be used later is the 
lexicographic order, where 
( a i，…，< i e x (A，… 
iff there exists an index j such that aj < pj and ai = Pi for all i < j. 
For example, in N^ we have (0，1) <iex (1,0) </ex (1, !)• 
Given an additive order <, we define vlk] : H^(kL)\{0} — N^ ' by ^;[/c](s)= 
(rci,. •. , Xn) if for s = J^ajz^ we have ay = 0 for all y < x and a^ + 0. For 
simplicity, denote v[k] by v. 
Throughout this thesis, we use the lexicographic order. But it should be 
noticed that most of the theorems still hold for using a general additive order. 
Lemma 4.1.6. Let L he a big line bundle on a compact projective manifold. Let 
s e H^(pL), t e H^iqL). Then we have 
+ + Q]{st) = +](s) + 顺 ⑴ ’ 
where si = s<S> t £ IP{{pq)L). For simplicity, we denote the above equation by 
v{sl) = v{s) v{t). (4.2) 
Proof. Let s G H^{pL), i G H^{qL). Let a； = v(s) and /3 = v{t). Then 
s = ^ aiZ^  and t = ^ bjZ� 
3>P 
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with Oq；, bf3 ^  0. 
Then, 
\i>a ) \j>f3 / 
=E (E 命 
k>{a+(i) \i+j=k J • 
Thus, v{st) = a + 卢. • 
/oo \ 
Corollary 4.1.7. The set [J v{H^{kL)) x {k} is a semigroup which the ad-
W i / 
dition is defined by {v{s),p) + {v{t),q) = {v{s) + v{t),p-{- q). 
Proof. Let (a，p) G v{H^{pL)) x {p}, (/;, q) e v(II%qL)) x {q}. Then there exist 
s G lP{pL) and L G lP{qL) such that 'u[s) = a and '"(/,) = b. Then 
+ + = {v{s) + v{t),p q) 
={v{st),p + q) e + q)L��X {'p + r/}， 
where the last equality follows from Lemma 4.1.6. • 
oo 
Note that |J v(H^{kL)) x {/c} c So we can associate this semigroup 
fc=i 
to the holomorphic big line bundle L. 
Definition 4.1.J. Let L be a big line bundle of a compact projective manifold X. 
Define r(L) = |J v{H^{kL)) x {k} to be the semigroup associated with L. 
k=l 
To prove the following lemmas, we need to use the knowledge in divisors. We 
now recall some definitions and results on line bundles and divisors. For details, 
please see Chapter 1 in [6]. An analytic subvariety of a complex manifold X is 
a subset V C X given locally as the zeros of a collection / i , . . . , A of holomorphic 
Qf. 
functions with the rank of Jacobian matrix ( ^ ) equals k. In particular, if/c = 1, 
UZj 
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then we call V an analytic hyper surf ace. An analytic subvariety V is said to be 
irreducible if V cannot be written as the union of two analytic varieties Vi, V2 C X 
Definition 4.1.9. A divisor D on X is a locally finite formal linear combination 
of irreducible analytic hypersurfaces of X. 
Locally finite here means that for any p G X,their exists a neighborhood of p 
meeting only a finite number of the V '^s appearing in D. Since we assume X is 
compact, D is just a finite sum. 
f. 




gijQji = 1 and 
9ij9jkf)ki = 1 -
\ 
So we can define a line bundle L which the transition maps are given by Qij (cf. 
p.132-133 in [6])). We call that line bundle the associated line bundle of D, and 
denoted by [D]. Recall that the set of divisors forms a group Div(X) under the 
formal addition of hypersurface and the set of line bundles forms a group Pic(X) 
under the tensor product (cf. p.132-134 in [6]). Also, we call the divisor Di is 
linearly equivalent to another divisor D2 if there exists meromorphic function ( / ) 
such that Di = D2 + f. Since X is projective, we have 
( ) linear equivalence ‘ 
and the isomorphism is given by by D [D] (cf. p.161-162 in [6]). 
Let p G X, and V be an irreducible hypersurface containing p such that in a 
neighborhood of p with localization V take the from 
v = {ze^{UMz) = o}. 
Let / be a holomorphic function which does not vanish on a neighborhood of p. 
Let n be the largest integer such that / = g'^h for some holomorphic function 
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h defined on a neighborhood of p. We denote the number n by ovdy,p{f). Note 
that ordv’p(/) is independent on p. Hence we define the order of f along K be 
ordvif) = ordvM)- (4.3) 
Let s be a holomorphic section, then for all i, is a holomorphic function. 
g. 
Since for all p G UiOUj, we have — (p) G C*, so we can define the order of s 
Sj 
along Vhy 
ordv{s) = ordery{si) 
for the i such that V n [ / � 0 . Let L be a line bundle on X and let s G H^(L) 
be a nonzero section. Define the principal divisor of s by 
V 
where the sum runs over all irreducible hypersurface V. Note that this sum 
is finite as is compact. Also, we have the associated line bundle [(s)] = L. 
Moreover, the line bundle satisfies the equality kL = k[{s)] = [(s姚).. 
We now continue to discuss the properties of the semigroup r(L). The fol-
lowing two lemmas are proved by Lazarsfeld and Miistata. 
Lemma 4.1.10. Let L be a big line bundle of a compact projective manifold X. 
Then r(L) is bounded. In particular, H^(kL) is finite-dimensional for all k eN. 
Proof. Let Vi be the hypersurfaces of X such that Kj = {z G C^l^j = 0} in a 
neighborhood of p and the local trivialization by = (^ o- Let s G H^{kL) and 
v(s) = (vi{s),'-- ,Vn(s)). Let 
(Si+i) = ( ⑷ - 讽 k (4.4) 
We have vi{s) = h if (Si+i) = m + Em^mWru. Fix t G H�X,L�. Then 
� = b i V i + Evi/^^v; Cm晰m, where k > 0, Ck > 0. Let Ci = J2 ^m. Now 
� = k i t ) + (g) 
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for some meromorphic function g. Let 
以= ^ Cm{g)Wm, 
where bi{g), Cm(g) G Z. As X is compact, 
Also, 
where bi + bi{g) > 0 and Cm + Cm{g) > 0. Therefore 
—Cm� < Cm and -bi{g) < bi. 
As a result, bi{g) = - Cr,Xg) < kC^. Thus, 
+ (4.5) 
Now, let ti = 62V2IV1 + ^ CmWm\vT_ - Since Vi is also compact, we may repeat 
the above argument by replacing s by si and obtain that for any s e 
V2is)<k{C2 + b2). 
Repeating the above argument, we have for any s e H^{kL), 
Vr{s)<k{Cr + br). (4.6) 
Let C = max{Ci + 、 . . . ， + 6,,}. For all s G kL), we have 
Vi{s) < kC. 
• 
We need the fact the semigroup r(L) generates as a group, which is the 
content of the lemma below. 
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Lemma 4.1.11. Let L be a big line bundle on a compact projective manifold X. 
Then T{L) generates as a group. 
Proof. It is a fact (e.g., see the corollary stated in [6], p.192) that for any line 
bundle L = [D] on X, there exists a very ample line bundle [B] such that 
[/l]全[B] (8) L 
is a very ample line bundle. (For details, please refer e.g., [6], p.176-192.) Then 
D = A- D so there exists sq e I-汽X, [A]), Lq E [B]) such that so{p) 
and io{p) are nonzero. Let [F] be the very ample line bundle [Vi H h Vn + C . 
By definition, there exists n G H^i[F]) such that Vj{ri) = and ro(p) + 0. Let 
/I' - ^ + F and = B + F. Then, s ' � = sq 0 ro G [A'] and 力；=力。(g) n e [B'] 
such that v(s'o) = = 0 and v{t'j) 二 e!�where { e j is the standard order basis 
of M". Since D is big, there exists mo G N such that for all m > mo, there exists 
an effective divisor Fm such that 
mD] = [B + Fm]. 
(See the corollary 2.2.7 in [7], p. 141.) Let r^ be a holomorphic section of [F爪]. 
Then G //。(义’ [mD]). Let e�== (0，• •.，0). We have v{rm®t'i) = v{rm) + ei. 
Therefore, (v{rm) + e“m) G r(L). It follows that 
:(m + 1)D] = [mD + D] = [A + FJ. 
As a result, 
{y{rm (g) s；))’ m + 1) = {v{rm)： m + 1) e T{L). 
• 
The above lemma shows that r(L) is a bounded semigroup which generates 
as a group. Therefore we can define the Okounkov body of T{L). Then, we 
can define the the Okounkov body of (L) as below. 
广 
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Definition 4.1.12. Let L be.a big line bundle of a compact projective manifold 
X. We define the Okounkov body of L by A(L) = A(r(L)) . Also we define 
Now we prove a lemma which is used to prove the main theorem of this section. 
This lema is proved by Lazarsfeld and Mustata in [3]. 
Lemma 4.1.13. Let L be a big line bundle of a compact projective manifold X. 
Then • 
dim(//0(A;L)) = 
Proof. As ri^(kL) is finite-dimensional, we can take a basis {s^, • • • of 
lP{kL). It is sufficient to show #Afc(L) = N. The main idea is to find a 
N 
basis {力1,... , t^} with v{f) + v{P) of H^{kL) such that for any s 二 ^ dt� 
i=l 
The first step is to show the existence of a basis • • • , t^} of H^{kL) with 
v{f) v{V) for i 一 j. It can be constructed inductively. 
Rearrange {fii, • • • , s " } to { s " ⑴ ， . . . , s o that 
圳 ） 2 … 明 ) . 
Let vi = ？;(s�(i)). Let k be the number such that � ) 二 for all j <k 
and ;^(5"(奸1)) > vi. Let 
s^  = c{s^)vi + higher order term. 
Define 
= 1 c � yisj - for 2<j< k-
I s)'， otherwise. 
Then we have = Vi and v{t{) > vi for all j > 1. Also, {i} , i?’. ••，t^} is a 
basis oh H^{kL). Repeat this step on {tl, ‘ • • and defines tl = we can 
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get a new basis { 4 , …， i f } with the property that for all j > 2, 
v{tl) = Vi<V2 = v{tl) < v{ti). 
Repeating this step, we obtain a basis {ij^, • •.，亡{J} such that 
V(J}n�< … < ‘Lit,%�. (4.7) 
Let Vj = v(tij) for all j = 1’ … ’ N. Now for all s G 释 L ) , s = Zti ^i^N- Let 
I be the smallest number such that + 0. By considering the power series of s, 
we have v{s) = v/. So Afc(L) = {vi, •. •’ vn�, which implies = N. • 
The following theorem which is proved by Lazarsfeld and Mustata in [3] indi-
cates the relation between the volume of a line bundle and its Okounkov body. 
Theorem 4.1.14. Let L be a big line bundle on compact projective manifold X. 
Then 
Vol(A(L)) = - ivol(L) . 
n! 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1.10 and 4.1.11, r(L) is a bounded semigroup which generate 
Z时 1 as a group. Therefore, we have 
V o l ( L ) 二 lim - ( 歸 卯 
n! ) k—oo k^ 
=iToo )) (by Lemma 4.1.13) 
=Vol (A(r ) ) . (by Theorem 3.1.11) 
• 
4.2 Chebyshev Transform 
Let X be a compact projective manifold, and {t/i’(^i}=o be a local coordinates 
of X. Let L be a big line bundle on X. We define a hermitian metric h on L. 
Locally, for any section s,t G define 
h{s,t){q) = Si{q)U{q){h.i.{q))\ (4.8) 
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where hi : Ui R+ are functions such that for all q G U] n Uj, 
Si(qMqmq)f = 酬 f . 
We call h a continuous hermitian metric if all hi are continuous. 
Definition 4.2.1. Let h be a hermitian metric on L and hi be the local functions 
defined as above. Define the weight ip of the metric by the local functions ipi, which 
means that locally, we have 
H ( S ’ L M = S I ( Q ) M E - ^ ) , (4 .9) 
where V � : t / j —> E are functions. In this case, we also write the relation as 
h = e-Moreover, the weight ijj is said to be continuous ifijji are continuous for 
all i. Note that if h is continuous, so is V人 
Proposition 4.2.2. Let 也 x be two weight on L. Then, i/j — x is a well-defined 
function on X. 
Proof. Let gij : Ui fl Uj C* be the transition functions on L so that 
Siip) = 9ij{p)sjP. 
Then we have = e—?外(p) and = e-2xi(p). So 
Mp) - Xi{p) = 2 1 o g ( e似P ) - , 
P似p) 
^^QXikp)‘ 
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Given h, we can define a continuous hermitian metric h^ on kL = L姚.Pre-
cisely, for any s, t G we have 
hk(s,t)(q) = s 繊 q X h 碰 k . 
Moreover, if h^  is a metric on L姚,then the corresponding weight is kifj as h^  = 
Definition 4.2.3. Let s 6 lP(kL). Let h be a continuous hermitian metric on 
L with weight 'if). Define the sup norm || . of s by 
\\4U = max sup \si{q)\'^(hi(q)f^. 
qeUi 
Proposition 4.2.4. Let h be a continuous hermitian metric on L with weight ijj. 
Then the sup norm || . 功 defined above is a norm. 
Proof. 
(1) If s = 0，Si{q) - 0 for all q e X . Therefore = 0. 
(2) If s ^ 0, there exists qo e X such that s{qo) + 0. Hcnce 
||s||‘ = max sup h(g)|2("“g)产 > \s{qo)\%{qo) > 0. 
^ qeih 
(3) Let c G C. Then = max讽p代…\csMmh,{q)?^ =问2||5丨||功.There-
fore, ||cs||fc 功=|c|||s||fc 功. 
(4) Finally, we prove the triangle inequality. 
Ik + t\\U = ma^sup \s{q) + 
‘qeUi 
< max sup h(g)|2("“f/)产 + maxsup 产 
I <l€Ui 3 reUj 
^ + WAllxp + 
Therefore ||s + < ||s||fc功 + | � 诊 . 口 
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Definition 4.2.5. Let L be a. big line bundle on a projective manifold X, h = e—少 
be a continuous hermitian metric and iJj be its corresponding weight on L. Let 
(ka, k) e r(L). Define 
Aa,k = {s e H^{kL)\s = zka + higher order term }. 
Lemma 4.2.6. A^^k is a nonempty affine plane. That is, s,t G /la’fc implies 
As + (1 - X)t e Aa,k for allO<X<l. 
Proof. As (ka, k) 6 r(L), there exists s e H^{kL) such that 
s = CaZ^"" + higher order term 
g 
with Ca + 0. Thus — G 
Ca 
Let s, t e Aa,k- Then s = z紐 + [ c " / and s = + ^ dpz口 for some 
P>ka p>ka 
c � da e C. Then for all 0 < A < 1, 
As + (1 — X)t = {C0 + e 
P>ka • 
• 
Lemma 4.2.7. Let L he a big line bundle on a projective manifold X, h = e—功 
be a continuous hermitian metric and -ip be its corresponding weight on L. Then 
for any (ka,k) G T{L), there exists s E Aa,k such that 
= {\\t\M-
Proof. Let t e Aa,k and ||i|| 财 = c for some c > 0. Then 
n Bc(o) ^ 0. 
Note that for all u • 5^(0), 功 > c =丨丨《丨|人+ thus it is sufficient to show that 
the set A^ k 门 BJO) has a 
minimum point. As the norm is equivalent to standard 
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norm on E^ and Aa,k 门 5c(0) is closed and bounded, Aa./c H Bc{0) is compact. 
Also, the function f : Ac,k n ^c(O) — M defined by 
m = 
is continuous. So f{Aa,k H 3^0)) is compact and / has a minimum point. It 
follows that there exists s G Aa,k A JBC(O) such that 
= eR\te = inf {\\t\\k^p). 
• 
Corollary 4.2.8. Let {ka, k) G r(L). Then inf (||i||fc^ ) > 0. 
teAa,k 
Proof. By Lemma (4.2.7), we have 
inf = min = 功， 
where s G H^{kL) is so taken that s attains the minimum norm. Since s E Aa,k, 
s — 0. It follows that ||s||/cv, > 0. 口 
Definition 4.2.9. Let L be a big line bundle on a projective manifold X, ijj he a 
continuous weight of a continuous hermitian metric h on L. Let 
WAaAkrP = (PllAn/0-
We define the discrete Chebyshev transform of ip by F[I{J] : r (L) 一 R where 
F[ijj]{ka,k) = \og 
Also for (Jcx, k) e T, we let 
/v 
Lemma 4.2.10. For any continuous weight i> on L, F[？/；] is subadditive on T. 
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Proof. Let Sa,k G be such that ||s^ ,/c|Uv = ll^ a.fclU -^ Then by definition, 
\\sa,k\\lMp\\i^ = (maxsup |sz，/M(g)|2(/ii⑷产Kmaxsup \s i , 0MHhi { q ) f ) 




F[ij](ka, k) + F[功](明，I) = (log + log \\ApM 
=(l0g(||Sa’fc||fc 功 ||S 久 ill 帅)) 
> (log min (II力||(fc+/)t/0) 
• 
Lemma 4.2.11. Letm = (jui,…，m„)eNU{0}: Letr = (n,--- ,rn),ri > 0. 
Then for any holomorphic /i : C" — C such that 
h{z) = + higher order terms, 
we have 
max(丨/"I) < niax(|/i(z)|). 
N 二 r"i |2i|=ri 
Proof. We prove by induction. Let n = 1. h{z) = + zf{z)) for some f{z) 
be holomorphic function. So, 
max(|/i(z)|) = max + zf{z))\ 
丨2| 二 r 
=r饥 max(l + zf{z)) 
|z|=r 
> + 0) (by the maximum principle ) 
=r饥. 
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Suppose the result is true for n=k. When n = k + 1, 
max + higher order term| 
|zi|=ri’i二 1’…，fc+l 
== max max |广 + higher order term| 
丨二nt+i |2i|=ri’i=l’…’fc 
oo 
= m a x max (叫’…，”【知’。）+ 0^^ (7>+1广抖1； (^叫’…’饥』）+ c(0o)/(-)l 
0oG[O，27rl|zi|=ri，i二 1，…，fc fz^ 
J 一丄 
�(rfc+i)叫+1 max 丨2(爪！，…，爪⑶）丨 (by induction hypothesis) 
一 00 e [0,277] 
= n , • 
where / ( . ) - ^ E E q A and = � . T h e r e f o r e , 
max (I严丨）< max ( 刚 I ) . 
|zi|=ri \zi\=ri 
• 
Lemma 4.2.12. Let L be a big line bundle on a projective manifold X, ifj he a 
continuous weight on L. Then F[iIj] is hounded below. 
Proof. It is sufficient to find c G M such that for all {kx, k) 6 r(L), 
F[il']{kx, k) > ck. (4.10) 
Choose 1 > r > 0 such that B2r{v) C U. Let k e N. Let n > 0 be such that 
n + . •. + r„ 二 r. Then, for all s G H^{kL), 
I k f > log(max |s(z)|2e-2剛:)) 
2 log(max |s�|2min(e-2时⑷)） 
N 二『I 丨 2|=R 
> log max 虹|2) + k log(min(e-2补)） (by Lemma 4.2.11) 
\zi\=ri |2|=r 
= k { x i log(ri) + • • • + log(rn) + log(min(e-2V'(-))). 
丨2丨二 r 
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Let ci = Since A(r ) is bounded, there exists C2 such that 
Xi < C2 for alH = 1, • • • ,n. Also, n < 1. Therefore, 
丨 |s 丨丨 2 > k(xi log(n) + ••• + ; log(rg + 功⑷)） 
|z|—r 
>/c(c2(log(ri) + ---log(r„)) + Ci) 
Let c = (C2(log(ri) + . •. log(r„)) + Ci), we get the desired result. • 
As is subadditive and bounded below, we can make the following defini-
tion. 
Definition 4.2.13. Let L be a big line bundle on a projective manifold X,补 be 
a continuous weight on L. Define the Chebyshev transform of i{； by a function 
c[il；] : int(A(L)) 4 E 
where , . 
chpVa) = c[F[洲(a) = lim [州广’�). 
t—>oo t 
The proofs of the following results are from [1 . 
Lemma 4.2.14. Let L be a big line bundle on a projective manifold X, if; he a 
continuous weight and C G M. Then ip + C is also a continuous weight on L. 
Moreover, for all {ka, k) G r(L)， 
F[i/j + C]{ka, k) 二 F[V;]((A:q；’ k)) - 2kC. 
Consequently, for all x e int(A(L)), 
c['0 + C]{(y) = c[i/j]{a) - 2C. 
Proof. Let s e l-P{kL). The functions iIm + C are continuous as -ipi are. Note that 
(�2tipi ^-2ktpi-2kC 
二 g2fci/'j-2fcC ‘ 
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so, for all p G Ui (1 Uj, 
s 办 ) 勿 ⑷ = Sj(p)e-2 财 刺 — = e-2C%(p)e-2帥 j � . 
Moreover, for all p G Uj and j G / , 
Therefore, for all (Jca, k) e r(L), The minimum sections in Aa,k defined by ip and 
ijj + C a,ve the same. Thus . 
F[iJj + C]{ka, k) = log(||s«’fc||fc(^c)) 
=log(e-2 比lis …�fcvO 
=FM(ka,k) -2kC. 
Consequently, 
chjj + C (q：) = lim 
k—oo,ak~*a K 
1. F[i{j]{kak^k)-2kC 
= lim — 
fc—+oo,afc—•Q fC 
= C#](/CQ；, k) - 2C. 
• 
Given two continuous weights iJj and x’ by Proposition (4.2.2), - x is a 
well-defined continuous function on X. Therefore, we can define the following. 
Definition 4.2.15. Let xp and x be two continuous weights on L. We say that 
^ > X 
Lemma 4.2.16. Let tjj and x be two continuous weights on L such that il^ > X-
Then F[x] > F[iIj]. Consequently, we have c[x] > . 
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Proof. Let s G H^(kL). Since for all p € X, we have 
|s(p)|2e-2她 > IsWPe-蹄)， 
so we have \\s\\kx > \\s\\k^p- Thus 
F[x](ka,k) = > 2\og{\\Aa.M 二 Fmka,k). 
• 
Proposition 4.2.17. Let i； and x be two continuous weights on L. Then the 
difference of their Chebyshev transforms, c[功]—c[x], is continuous and bounded 
on int(A(L)). 
Proof. Since c[功]and c[x] are continuous, c[ip] — c[x] is continuous. Also, by 
Lemma (4.2.2), - X is a continuous function on X. Hence it is bounded. Then 
there exists C > 0 such that 
which implies 
X - ^ < < X + C-
By Lemma (4.2.16) and (4.2.14), we have 
c[x\+2C>c[^]>c[x]-2C. 
Thus, |c#] - < 2(7. • 
4.3 Bernstein-Markov Norms 
In [1], Nystrom introduced a way that to find the Chebyshev transform of a weight 
ijj on L with Bernstein-Markov norm. This section will introduce Bernstein-
Markov norm and discuss its properties following the ideas in [1]. 
Let /i be a positive measure on X, ip he a continuous weight on a line bundle 
L. The measure fi is said to satisfy the Bernstein-Markov property with respect to 
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iP if for all £ > 0, there exists C = C(e) such that for all /c G N and s G H^{kL), 
we have 
\\s\\U < Ce'^' I 〜 （ 4 . 1 1 ) 
Jx 
We call (I a Bernstein-Markov measure on X in this case. 
Definition 4.3.1. Let 冲 be a continuous weight on L and ii he a Bemstein-
Markov measure on X with respect to Let s G H^[kL). Define the Bernstein-
Markov norm of s by 
\\s\\l„,, = [ _ (4.12) 
Jx 
We call the pair /i) to be a Bernstein-Markov pair on {X, L). 
Proposition 4.3.2. Let fi he a smooth volume form on X. Then for any contin-
uous weight i) on L, {i/j, ") is a Bernstein-Markov pair. 
Proof. The proof comes from Lemma (2.2) in [4]. Let {Ui} be the atlas of X . Let 
lix) 
£ > ,0. For all a; G X , a; G PI for some l{x) e N. With abuse of notation, we 
1=1 , 
also use 'ifj to represent the local function in its corresponding local chart. Since 
ijj is continuous, we can find (5 > 0 such that for alH = 1, • • • ’ l{x), 
\tjj{x) - ip{y)\ < ^ whenever y G Bs{x), (4.13) 
where Bs{x) C 门；(二) U^. Then the family {<^ �1(55“^；)(工))|工 ^ X} from a cover 
of X and hence has a finite sub cover 
Denote Bj = {Bs{xj){xj)). Find B'j C Bj such that C Bj and {v?� i (B; ) } forms 
a cover of X . Then, 
dist{B'j,d{BJ)) = min{|a; - y\\x E B'J,y E d{BJ)} = dj > 0. 
Let d = min{£/i’ …，c/jv}. For all x G B'-, we have Bdix) C Bj. Let 
Cj = m8ix{il^{w)\w e Bj} 
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and s G H^{kL). Fix y e X.^Nq have y G B'j for some j. Thus Bd{y) C Bj. 
Combining with Equation (4.13), wc have 
+ £ > Cj. 
As a result, e — ? 財 � < e—?化.Since s is holomorphic function on Bj in the 
corespondent local coordinates, 
Jx -'Bdiy) 
> e-2…I IspdM 
> …Is�|2 
Note that ii{Bd{y)) is independent oiy, hence it is a constant. Let C = ii{Bd{y)). 
For all y E X, 
So 口 
Note that the pairing defines an inner product on H^{kL). For all 
s,t e //o(/cL)’ we define 
�•M>fcv’’"= [ sfe—2财(Z/i. 
Jx 
The Bernstein-Markov norm is just the norm induced by this inner product. 
Then for all affine subspace Aa,k C H^{kL), there is a unique element ta,k which 
achieves the minimum norm on Aa^ k-
Proposition 4.3.3. The family {ta,k € H^{kL)\{a,k) e r(L)} forms an orthog-
onal basis of H^{kL) with respect to the inner product�•, .�kxp’fi. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then there exist e Afc(L) such that 
{ta,k, t[i,k)ki,,n = C 0 . 
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Without loss of generality, let a < /3. Then for all 77 G C, 
Let 7] e R . We have 
\\ta,k - = IIWll^M —释队’ k, h�k�hp��+ fcim^ 
二 ll�fc||2FC知—v{2Re{c) -
If Re(c) > 0, choose � 0 such that 
2 气 c ) ” 
Then 
\\ia,k -况/M；丨|fcT/)’/x < \\ta,k\\krp,n-
If Re{c) < 0，choose rj < 0 such that 
2Re(c) < 
So, 
¥a,k - < ||�a,fc||fcVvi-
It follows that Re{c) = 0. 
Now for ry G M, we have 
¥a,k — 7力"i，fc||L/;’" = IIWll^/x — - \\h,k\\l^,,i) 
By a similar argument, we have Im{c) = 0. Therefore c = 0. 
Finally, as + 0 for all a G Afc(L), {i…& G //�(/cL)|(a’/c) G T(L)} is 
an orthogonal set with the number of elements equals the dimension of H^{kL), 
hence it is a orthogonal basis. • 
Definition 4.3.4. Let (iJj, fi) be a Bernstein-Markov pair on (X, L). Define the 
discrete Chebyshev transform of fi) by 
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where ta,k is the minimal element in Aa,k, that is, 
= min IHIJ會 
Theorem 4.3.5. Let (也⑷ be a Bernstein-Markov pair on (X, L). Let {a^} be 
a sequence in Afc(L) such that 
lim ak = a e int(A(L)). 
k—*oo 
We have 
l i m 聯 丨 严 幻 = • ) . _ 
fc—»oo k 
Proof. Denote the supremum norm of a section s G J-P(kL) by 叩 and the 
L^-norm by ||s||�. Let t'^ j, be the minimizer of Aa,k with respect to the L^-norm 
and f^^ be one of the minimizers of Aa,k with respect to the supremum norm. 
Let £ > 0. By Bernstein-Markov property, there exists C such that 
IICIiLp < KJL, < Ce'^'lKX-
Therefore, we have k) < F[ip, fj]{ka, k) + log(C) + 2ek and so 
F[^]{k(y., k) - log(C) - 2ek < F[也 k). (4.14) 
On the other hand, we have ||力J；’』:< K X ) K X < " � I I G " � H e n c e 
Fli/j,ij]{ka,k) < F[ip]{ka,k) ii{X). (4.15) 
As a result, 
1. F[例(/ca，k) — log(C) - 2sk , .. Flip, fx](ka, k) , .. F[il;]{ka,k) + ii{X) lim ： < lim ： < lim ； • 
k—oo k, k-*oo K k-*oo tC 
It follows that lim 巧 也 巧 = l i m and hence exists. More-
k—*oo k fc—»oo k 
over, for a. == lim a(k) G A(L) with a(k) e Afc(L)， 
k—*oo 
l i m 巧也 "鮮 ) ’ 丸 ” 二 l i m 聊 聯 ) = c m a ) . 
k-*oo k k-*oo k 
• 
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Lemma 4.3.6. Let {ip,id) be a Bernstein-Markov pair on {X, L) and C E C. 
Then (论+C’ ii) is a Bernstein-Markov pair on {X, L). Moreover, for all {ka, k) E 
F[ij + C, "l(A;a，k) 二 F[ip, ij]((ka, k)) - 2kC. 
Proof. Let c > 0 and C > 0. Let s e H\kL). Then < C'e1s||芸也Since 
J X J X 
we have 
Therefore {ijj + C, fi) is a Bernstein-Markov pair on (X, L). 
Also, as e - 2 扣 | | s | | ! , , 々 , , ， = i s the minimizcr of Aa,k with respect of 
(也 II) if and only if ta,k is the minimizer with respect of {iJj + C，"). Hence 




Proposition 4.3.7. Let (也 aO and ((/>,") be Bernstein-Markov pairs on {X, L). 
Assume < (f). Then for all e > 0, there exists C 6 M such that 
F[ij,ij]{ka,k) > F[(f),iy]{ka,k)-C -2ek. 
Proof. Let £ > 0. By Equation (4.14) and (4.15) there exist C" > 0 such that 
F[iJj](ka, k) - log(C") - 2ek < F[ip, k) 
and 
iy]{ka, k) < k) + "(X). 
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So, 
F[也 /Lt](ka, k) > F[^lj]{ka, k) - log(C') - 2ek 
.>F{(l)]{ka,k^-\og{C')-2£k 
> F[(f), iy]{ka, k) - iy{X) - log(C') — 2sk. 
We take C = u{X) + log(C"), we obtain the desired result. • 
As a remark, when p = we have 
which follows from the fact that for all s e H^(kL), for all p e X, we have 
Proposition 4.3.8. Let (ip,fi) and {(f), u) be Bernstein-Markov pairs on {X, L). 
Then the difference 
F[也 A^ ] F [ M 
CfciV^ Ml ly] = ^ -j：~ 
is uniformly bounded on Afc(L). 
Proof. By symmetry, it is sufficient to find a lower bound. As 也 are continuous 
weight, there exists C > 0 such that 
i) < 4) +C. 
By Lemma 4.3.6 and Proposition 4.3.7，for all e > 0, there exists C G E such 
that 




Cfc[也 /i] - Ck[(}), i']>C-\- — -\-2s. 
• 
Chapter 5 
Applications of Okounkov Bodies 
5.1 Relative Energy of Weights 
In this section, we define the relative energy of two continuous weights. After 
that, we show the equality which is proved by Nystrom that if ifj and 小 are 
continuous weights on L, then the relative energy is given by 
£ 議 = 4 f (c[0] - cW)dm, (5.1) 
丄 Jint{A{L)) 
where dm is the Lcbesgue measure on A(L). For the details, please refer to [1 
and [4]. 
A function f : H C C" —IR U {00} is called plurisubharmonic (psh) if it is 
upper semi-continuous, and for any a, 6 G C", the function 
z f{a + hz) 
is subharmonic on {z e C\ a bz e Q}. A weight if) on a. line bundle L is a 
psh-weight if all the local functions of ijj are psh. 
Let L be a line bundle of a compact projective manifold X . Let ip and 小 be 
two locally bounded psh-weights. Denote 
n 
MAn{^Jj,(l)) = Yy^dd�奶 j A 恤c小、n-j, 
j=0 
81 ‘ 
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and MA{ifj) 二 {ddF-ipY'. Also, we define a relation on the space of psh-weights 
by ^ <u, if ^ — is bounded above. It is easy to check that the relation is 
reflexive and transitive. If a weight is maximal with respect to this partial order, 
then it is said to have minimal singularities. Let ijj and </> be two psh-weights 
with minimal singularities. Then there exists il, a dense Zariski-open subset of 
X , such that ip and 4> are locally bounded on Q (for details, please refer to [4]). 
Definition 5.1.1. Let .ip and cj) be two psh-weights with minimal singularities and 
Q be a dense Zariski-open subset of X such that 'ij) and 小 be two locally bounded 
on Q. Define the relative energy of with respect to (j) be 
n + l Jn 
Let ijj be a continuous weight and K he a. compact subset of X. Define 
i}jj<： = sup{(/)| (f) is psh weight on L, (/) < ^ on K}. 
The psh envelope of ^ with respect to K is defined as 
PKW = rK, 
where f* = ini{g\g > f,g is upper semi-continuous}. Note that f* is upper semi-
continuous. Also, we denote P{ip) = 
Lemma 5.1.2. Let i> be a continuous weight Then PK{IP) is a psh weight with 
minimal singularities on K. 
Proof. Consider the local function of ijj. Consider fa,b{z) = P{ip){a + bz). Let 
f “ ( z ) = + bz), where lim f = ipK, with f S S . . . . Let D be a 
‘ n—^oo 
relatively compact sub-domain of K and Ms a harmonic function on D such that 
for all w G dD, 
\ims\ip{fa,b - h){z) < 0. 
Z—^W 
vl 
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(For details, please refer to Theorem 2.4.1 in [9].) Then, for all n G N, we have 
limsup(/,% - /i)(z) < 0. 
z—yyj 
Thus, ftb <honD. Therefore, fa,b < h on D\E, where 
E = {z e C\PK{ip){a -{- bz) ipKia + bz) for some a, 6}. 
But by the fact that h is upper semi continuous, we get fa,b < h on D. Thus, fa’b 
is subharmonic in mt{{z\a-hbz e U}). Hencc P/cV' is a psh weight. 
Let there exists a weight 小 such that PKW <W </>• Note that ?/； <W PKW- AS L 
is positive, there exists continuous psh-weight x on X. Then, let max(x - = c. 
Then, x - c < So, x - c < PkI Therefore, we have 乂一 c <w 小 . T h u s , (j) is 
not bounded above. It follows from above and X is compact that 
min inf e 着 ） = 0 . 
Let f{p) 二 e(广c)-似p). Since "ipi are upper semi-continuous and is not bounded 
above, we have infpex f{p) = 0 and f is lower semi-continuous. Thus, 
\immifix) >f{y). 
Find pn such that f(pn) < i . Since X is compact, there exists a convergent 
n 
subsequence Let lim Pnk = Po- Then, 
k—*oo 
0 < / ( 0 ) y i p i n f / f e j 二 0. 
fc—oo 
Hence, for all {p,v) G Lp, we have 卜|2e也(P) = 0，which contradicts to that h is 
an inner product at p. • 
we define the relative energy of two continuous weight as follows. 
Definition 5.1.3. Let ,tp and 0 he two continuous weights. We define the relative 
energy of with respect to 4> to be 
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As a consequent of Lemma 5.1.2, when a weight 功 is psh with minimal singu-
larities, ijj = Therefore, the above two definitions is consistent. 
Denote the unit ball in H°{kL) with respect to the inner product defined by 
( 也 b e 
= {s e H'{kL)\\\s\U, <1}. 
Let (5 = {si, • • • , syv} be a basis of H^{kL). Then the inner product can be 
represented by a matrix Afc也叫satisfying 
Let 知’"={ttij). We have 
aji —�Si, Sj^k-ijj,!!-
Lemma 5.1.4. Let (VaaO and (</>,") be two pairs. We have det{Akip,n,p) > 0. 
Also J the quotient 
is independent of (3. 
Proof. Let s,t G H^{kL). 
=〈M � a：知 
Thus, is self-adjoint. Let s be an eigenvector of We have 
> 0. 
Thus all the eigenvalues A > 0. So > 0. Suppose det(aij) = 0. There 
—» 
exists V ^ 0 such that Ak^^^^^pv = 0. Let v = [s]/?. We have 
s*]pAki,,n,(i[s]i3 = v"" Akrl,,f,,fiV = 0. 
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Thus, (s, s) — 0. This contradicts to the assumption that s is an eigenvector. 
Let 7 = {力1’ …，tN) be another basis of H^{kL). Let Q = [ /d]� be the transition 
matrix on H°{kL). Then, 
So Akct>,,y,j = Q*Ak4>’i^ ’pQ. Thus, 
d e t ( 4 也 叫 — det Q* 叫det Q 
det{Ak4>,„,'y) det Q*det{Ak4,,u,p) det Q • 
二 det(� , ’ "， , j ) 
det {A k4>,u,i3) 
• 
Let fi3 : H^[kL) — C " be the isomorphism where /^(s^) = We define the 
volume of k'^ ) to be 
VoW炉州 二 Vo\{f{B\yiM)))-
Lemma 5.1.5. Let (也/a n d ((/>, v) be two pairs. Then, 
where CM is the volume of an N-dimensional unit sphere. 
Proof. Let (3 = {rj} be an orthonormal basis of H^{kL). Then, we have 
{s,t)k,p,n = ([s]/3, [t](3). 
as 
= (h]/j, [rj]p) = Sij. 
Therefore, s G ki/;) iff f(s) G the N-dimensional unit sphere. Thus, 
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Let 7 be another basis of H^{kL). Let Q = [/<i]�. Then, 也队•y = Q*Q 
(S,t)kxp,fx =< [s]/3, [t]p > 
= � Q / ( s ) , Q / W � . 
Therefore, s 6 H^{kL) iff ||Q/(s)丨丨 < 1. 
= [ dm 
JQ-HBHO)) 
=|det(Q)-i|2 ( dm 
A 劑 ） 
where it is det | as when we identify Q be a change of coordinate matrix 
in say Q'，we have | det(Q')| = | det(Q)|2. • 
Corollary 5.1.6. 
— A賴 
is independent on the choice of basis. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1.5, we have 
“ VoW 妒 ( " ’ = CV 
Thus, 
Vol�(B2 請 ) ) = = 
m�(B2(jyM)) — d ( 3 t ( A i � - 他 外 
Then, by Lemma 5.1.4, the quotient is independent on the choice of basis. • 
Definition 5.1.7. Let ('0，/A) and {(f), u) be two Bernstein-Markov pairs on (X, L). 
Define the Donaldson bifunctional on ('</;, 0) by 
Now, by Theorem A in [4], we have 
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With this theorem, to show the equation (5.1), it is sufficient to show that 
lim Ck{i>,4>) = n\ (c[(j)] - c[ijj])dm. 
“ � Jinl{A{L)) 
Lemma 5.1.9. Let and {(j), u) he two Bernstein-Markov pairs on [X, L). 
Then 





Proof. Let (5 — {sj} be a basis of H^{kL) such that 
Si = zkai + higher order terms, 
where ai G Afc(L) such that ai > aj whenever i < j , by the preset ordering 
(lexicographic order). That is, it is in descending order. Let = { � ’ f c } and 
70 = {iti,k} be the orthogonal basis which minimizes with the inner product 
�’�fciA,…())k<p,iy respectively. Let Q = [Idj'p' and R = 杀.By definition, Q and 
R are upper triangular matrix with the diagonal entries equal 1. By definition, 
Akxp4i,p = and = R* Ahp’ur(R. 
Therefore, 
det(>lfcT/>,M,/3) = det(Zfc也叫and 
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Note that and Akcf>,u,j are diagonal matrixes with eigenvalue be ||力工; 
and IKJIL,.- There fore , . 
log(A(^, 0)) == ^ (F[也 li]{ka, k) — F[cf>., k)). 
aeAfc(r) 
Finally, by Corollary 5.1.6, we have 
二(也 = 二 & E fe[也“]�-c&[0’"](a)). 
“ aeAfc(r) 
• • 
Theorem 5.1.10. Let ifj and • be two continuous weights. Then, 
nl I' 
(t)) = — \ (c[0] - c[i)])dm. 
丄.八nt(A(L)) 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1.8 and Lemma 5.1.9, it is sufficient to show that 
Y] (CA#,M(/ca’A:)-cifc[(^,"](/ca’/c)) = / (c[0] - c[ijj])dm. 
k ae^iT) J離⑷) 
Also, by Proposition 4.3.2，there exists " and v such that /x) and (</>, i/) are 
Bernstein-Markov pairs on (X, L). Let £ > 0 and ry > 0. Recall that A(L) (£ - ) 
is defined by 
A(L) (£ - ) = {(r, e) + xolO < r < (1 - £)||7r—i(0) - xo\\,9 G ] U {xo}, 
where xq G int{A{L)). Then there exists /CQ such that for all k > Icq, 
Afc(L) n A(L)(卜）=Dk(L) n A(L)(e-) 
and 
n A(L ) (£- ) c Dk(L) n A(L)(£-)• 
rC 
Denote Afc(L)(e-) = Afc(L) fl A{L){e-) and Dk{£-) = Dk{L) n A(L) ( c - ) . For 
fk : Dk{L) — E, define the step function fk : A (L ) ( e - ) — R by 
h�工 1, •..，Tn) = /fc ( . • . ， j . 
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Clearly, for all k > Icq, we have 
[ Ikdm - ~ V Jk{oi). 
^ aGA,(/.)(.-) 
Therefore, for all k > ko, 
V ii\{ka, k) - Cfc[(/>, z/](/ca, k)) = [ "] -
By lim = c['0], c[ip] is continuous and A(L) is bounded, there exists 
fc—too 
M > ko such that for all k > M, • 
/ {ck[(f),lj]-Cklip,lA)dm- / {c[(t>] - c[i)])dm < 
Also, by Proposition 4.2.17 and 4.3.8, we have 
/ (c[0] — c[ijj])drn — / (c[</)] — c['0])(im < ^ 
and 
/ ( C f c [ ( / ) ， M ] / — Cfc[也“])dm < 芸. 
J A ( L ) ( e - ) Ja{L){£-) "J 
Thus, for all k > M, 
/ //] - Cfc['(/；, - / (c[0] - Cit[V'])c/m < 77. 
JA(L) JA(L) 
It follows that 
nl f n^ r 
0) = TT / /x] - Cfc[7/；, /i])dm = — / (c[(^ ] -
2 “ o o J A � 2 JA(L) 
• 
5.2 Computational Methods and Some Exam-
ples 
In general, it is quite difficult to find A(L) for a big line bundle L on a compact 
projective manifold X . It is also difficult to find for a given continuous 
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weight In this section, we will discuss some properties of Okounkov bodies and 
Chebyshev transforms which help to find the Okounkov bodies and the Chebyshev 
transforms. Also, we gives some examples of Okounkov bodies and Chebyshev 
transforms. 
The following theorem tells us that it is sufficient to consider the cases of 
psh-weights in finding their Chebyshev transforms. 
Theorem 5.2.1. Let ijj be a continuous weight on L. Then, 
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.16, as F('0) < 也 we have 
c[pm - c M > 0. 
Also, PWO) = f (P(VO，PW) = 0. Thus, by Theorem 5.1.10, 
/ . {c[P{ip)] - c[ijj])dm = 0. 
JinL{/\{L)) 
Therefore, 
c['0] = c[P{lJj)]. 
• 
The following proposition states that once we find the Okounkov body of the 
line bundle L, we can know the Okounkov body of a line bundle kL, where k EQ. 
Proposition 5.2.2. Let L be a big line bundle on X. Then, we have 
A(kL) = kA(L) (5.2) 
for all k G Q. 
Proof. First, we show that A(/cL) = kA{L) for k e N. By Theorem 3.1.8，we 
have 
oo 
AikL) = IJ AmikL). 
m—1 
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Also, by definition, 




A{kL) = k[j Amk{L). (5.3) 
m=l 
Note that T{L) is subadditive. So, if (mx, m) e F, then {mkx, mk) G F, Conse-
quently, for all m G N, we have Am{L) C A^jt(L). As a result， 
oo oo 
A{kL) = A:(|J = k { [ j A肌(/》）=kA{L). 
m=l m=l 
Now, let k = We have A(^L) = pA(-L) and gA( -L) = A(L). So, 
q q q q 
A(芒L) - P A ( - L ) = ^ A ( L ) . 
Q Q Q 
• 
Besides the Okounkov bodies, we can have a similar result on Chebyshev 
transform. That is, 
Proposition 5.2.3. Let L be a big line bundle on X. Let if) he a continuous 
weight on L. Then, we have 
c[mi/j] {mp) = m(c['0] (p)), (5.4) 
where is defined on mi(A(mL)). 
Proof. Since Ama,k 二 Aa’mfc = {s e H^{mkL)\s = z—" + higher order term }, 
we have 
F[m7/;](kma, k) 二 km). 
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Take a sequence a(k) p, we have 
n/ � ，. F[mip](kma, k) 
c[mijj\ [mp) = lim ： 
fc—>00 k 
F[il;]{kma, km) = l i m 
k-^oo k 
, FhlAikma, km) 




Before computing the Chebyshev transform, let us compute some example of 
Okounkov bodies induced by some specific line bundle first. 
Example 5.2.4. Let X be a compact Riemann surfaces. Let L be an ample line 
bundle of X. Then 
A(L) = [0’deg(L)]. 
Proof. Let L = [D] for some divisor D. Let deg(L) = deg(D) = d. Then, 
deg(/cD) = kd. Thus, by Riemann-Roch Theorem, we have 
dimiH'^ikL)) = kd - g + dim(H\[K - D])) + 1’ 
where K is the canonical line bundle of X. In this case, the holomorphic sections 
of K are the holomorphic 1-form of X. Then, for sufficient large k, 
dim{H\K 一 D)) = 0. 
Thus, there exists ko eN such that for all k > ko, 
k-*oo k k 
Now, there exists a section s G such that s(p) + 0，where p is the base 
point for defining the Okounkov body. As a result, v{s) — 0. Thus, 0 G A(L). 
So, by Theorem 4.1.14, 
A(L) 二 [0,Vol(A(L))] = [0,Vol(L)] = [0,d]. 
• 
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Example 5.2.5. Let X 二 CP" and let L = 0(1). Then 
A ( L ) == {OCI , . . . ,XN) EIR"|A;I + . . . + :RN = L ’A ; I ’ . - . > 0 } . 
Proof. We claim that the holomorphic section of H^{kL) is generated by (z^ lo：! + 
•••-{- an < k}, where z^ means the section s G H^{kL) such that under the 
trivialization, the local holomorphic function in U = UQ is defined by SQ = z''. 
We now prove the claim. Let s G H^{kL) such that in UQ, S = Z^^ - • • Then, 
in the chart Ui, • 
Wi Wi 
But, Si be holomorphic if and only if fc — ai — • • • — Q;„ > 0. Therefore, s is a 
holomorphic section if and only if 
ai •' • an < k. 
• 
The above argument also hold for to projective toric varieties. Let X is a 
smooth projective toric variety. Then X is compact, with their exists a dense 
open set U in X such that U = C", and the toric action on U can be identified 
with the toric action in C". It is known that there is a poly tope A associated to 
U. Assume A lies in (股+ U {0})". By a similar argument as in the last example, 
that is, by considering the gluing map in X, and the degree of the monomial in 
X, we can define a line bundle LA such that the holomorphic section of Lf^ is 
spanned by 
{ 2 � | a e / c A n N " } , 
where means the section Sq, under the trivialization in UQ is Now, we give 
an example of Chebyshev transform. 
Example 5.2.6. Let L = LA be the line bundle on a projective toric variety X 
with the associated polytope A. Let IIJ be a toric invariant weight on L. Let U be 
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a dense open set U in X such that U = Under the local coordinate map (f, we 
denote the points in U by z = (ne^i，...，r„e礼).Note that A is the Okounkov 
body corresponding to L at the point 0 € U and using the provided coordinates 
map. Now, we have 
W^a.kh^P = ^''"lUi/" 
Furthermore, 
n 
c[IP](a) 二 2 sup {IIJ{Z) + log(n))• 
Remark 5.2.7. In the above example, given an projective toric variety, the 
Chebyshev transform for an invariant weight is 
n 
c[ijj]{a) = 2 sup [—教 z) + ^ t t i log(ri)). 
We can discuss more on how to compute. 
First, we show that the supremum is attained in U. We denote z £ U by 
. e 一功 
z —('厂le访、• •.，'厂,le队)• Since the weight is continuous, lim — — is finite for 
n—oo iij二iT^  I 
all i and a G ini{A{L)). Also, since a € int{A{L)), there exist > 0 such that 
e—功 
lim — 7 ~ r ~ - J < oo. oo 
As rf —> 00 when r^  oo, we have 
e-少 
lim — 7~r 二 0. 
ri—oo log(n) 
n 
Therefore, the value of the function —ip{z) + ^ en log(ri) tends to —oo when one 
1=1 _ . 
of the Ti tends to oo. Since the supremum is finite, the supremum attains in a 
compact set K C U. 
Second, Let ip be continuously differentiable and the critical points of 
n 
—IIJ{Z) + ^ AI log(ri) be {z''{a)}jqi. Since the supremum attains in a compact 
i=l 
set K C U, the supremum attains on the critical points. Hence 
n 
cma) = max{—V^y⑷）+ log((H(a))OI j e I}. (5.5) 
It shows that we can find the Chebyshev transform by elementary method. 
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